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Carbondale's Census undercount
·still unresolved as Census officials

Lori Opp hired as SIUC's
permanent women's B-Ball
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The Campus lO~year Plan

Planned University overhauO to transpl~nt
Greek Row, update· student housing
Plan Highlights

No certainties for costly ten~year plan

• Building two new
housing areas;
Lake View housing
will be residence hall
styled, and Crest Hill
apanments \\'.ill be
built in a. duplex sr:•le.

ANDREA DoN.\LDSON
DAILY EoYmAN

slacking behind in providing quality
housing, Jones, with the hdp of
Undergraduate
Student
Government and Residential Hall
Association members, has devised a
plan to help the University-come
closer to reaching that vision.
The plan, which cnmined the
next 15 years for housing, looks to
build two new housing areas for oncampus living. Fust, Crest Hill
apartm:nts would be built in a
duplex style and located either on
Eliubcth Street, now t=pied with
University houses, or in the area of
the paralld with Mill Strc:ct. The

Plans to renovate SIUC's historic campus
will be reaching final stages next week as officials present the Civit::s land-use plan to the
Board ofTrustccs at its April U meeting.
As a branch off the land-use project, Larry
Dietz, vice chancellor of Student Affairs and
Enrollment Management, has created a 10ycar plan that taxes an in-depth look at the
future of University Housing, Student Hcalth
Pro~, the Student Center, the Recreation
Center, Rainbow's End daycare and transportation.
I
Recommendations from constituents of
each area suggested changes like demolishing
and rebuilding Greek Row, building two new
,. living areas, tearing down S_outhern Hills, moving Student Health Programs and expanding
the Recreation Center.
Chitas consulting firm was hirec by the
University last fall to analyze problems on campus and initiate solutions for addtessing weaknesses in the University's land use.
The 10-ycar plan, which will be _introduced
with the land-use plan at the board's meeting, is
. a proposal to improve and make dramatic
changes in the Student Affairs division of the
University.
·
"What wc have is our ideas of where wc
would like to be heading," said Dietz about the
plan. "I think that wc are beyond. the dream
stage. We're moving more toward the think
stage."
.
Dietz said the most obvious changes will be
made in the area of student housing. The current housing stock was built in the late '50. and
early to mid '60s during the Ddytc Morris era,
and is now falling behind the times. Dietz said
this is an issue that many universities aaoss the
state are facing.
"That housing stock, any kind of housing
stock that was built then, is showing its age,"
Dietz said.
To incct the growing demands of students
for better housing, future plans include building
~ new housing areas. Lake View housing will
be residence ha!is styled basically the- same as
Thompson Point, and Crest Hill apartments
will be built in a duplex style. Dietz said the
market niche the University lacks is the apartment-style housing.
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• Demolishing Grec:k
Row in the next 15
years and rebuild it
where Southern Hills
family housing is now
is on South Wall
Street.
• Connect Health
Services to the
Recreation Center
to create more space
and increase the
.
efficiency. This plan
would increase the
number of services
offered.

..

Apartment--style_ housing may update old--school look
ANDREA DONALDSON
DAILY EoYmAN

In May 1953. University officials, including former SIU
President Ddyte Morris, drafted a
proposal looking at on-campus
housing fo~ the future.
Their plan included the rum:nt
Thompson Point, University Park
and Brush Towers and dreams of
two additional housing a=s. ·
As these housing a=s age more
v1ith each passing}~ University
officials see a substantial need for
.improvement. As part of the campus' 10-year-plan for Student
Affairs, housing officials and student rcprcscnt1tivcs have evaluated
those needs and dcvdopcd a proposal for change that will be presented at the April 12 Boaro of
Trustees meeting as part of. the
land-use plan examined by Chitas
consulting firm.
The plan includes tearing down
Greek Row and building new residence halls in that location, destroy-

ing Southern Hills family housing,
located on South Wall Street, ::nd
building a new Greek Row and
building apartment-style housing
on the northeast end of campus.
Director of University Housing
. Ed Jones said the idea of creating a
10-year-plan has been a hot topic at
universities across · the state. The
plan included the funuc ofhoiising,
hcalth services, the Student Center,
transportation, Rainbow's End days
care an.i the Rcaeation Center.
"A lot ofschools across the country are doing the same thing,• said
Jones, explaining that campus housing is in a similar situation at other
institutions.
Thompson Point housing was
completed in 1962, University Park
triads were built in 1965, Brush
Towers was finished in 1968 and
Greek Row construction was.completed between 1960 and 1962.
These buildings were all built with
the notion that they had between a
30-ycar and SO-year-life span,
which they are close to meeting.
"[In 1953,) theythou~tbigand
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,:, ff you give students what they want, the way. they:
\ want and the quality they want, they'll

. . -~-~

Larry Dietz

par,··-r
for ft.,. J\11
/

vice chanceDor rcr Student Affairs, commenting on a poss,ble
cost increase,with the """ Housing unils

that is why we ha,.,: what we ha\,:
today,• Jones said.
· i;"or n~"ny years, University
Housing 1,as been deferring maintenance on bu!ldings to keep them in
livable conditi->ns, but as time has
passed, demands have been made to
raise quality.
. "We want to keep things affordable," he said, "but at the same time
we can't nickel-and-dime our way.•
The Univc:sity will continue to
put money in renovating the runent
IMng areas during the next 15 years.
Some improvements have included
new carpet · and furnitwe in the
commons 11.1cas. Officials also plan
to replace all of the bedroom furni..: ·
twe during that period.
Though SIUC is· currently

/·

SEE HOUSING PAGE

SIUC alumnus among many Democrats after governorship
MOLLY PARKER
DAILY EOYrTIAN

Democrat cirididates are rounding the corner in the race for the 2002 Democratic nomination, while the Republicans are bucking in
their stalls waiting for an announcement from
Gov. George Ryan.
·
Possible Democratic nominees include state
Rep. Lou Lang, D-Skokic, former Attorney

gc~eral Roland . Burris; U.S. Rep. Rod
Blagojcvich, D-111.; former U.S. Associate
Attorney General John Schmidt; and former
i~:upcrintendent o~ Education Michad
Mike Lawrence, ·associate director of tl1e
Public Policy Institute, said that despite a large
number of possible candidates, the Democrats
do not have a clear, stiong contender, but added
that as the race continues one may cmCJge from
the pack.

Many Democratic candidates say to break a ·
25-ycar state tradition of Republican governors
is to focus on the important issues and have a
strong canc:idate emerge from the primaries.
"If the Democrats start talking about educating children and hcalth care, Democrats will win
an dcction - those issues transcend. politics,
they transcend party lines," Lang said.
Northern Illinois native Lang has a history of
actively engaging debate in the Illinois House.
. Although he scrvcsa northern district, he refers

to himself as the "Southern Illinois candidate."
Lang said he has been endorsed by half of the
House and many southern county chairman in
what he refers to as "Poshard country."
While Lang is running as the candidate for
Southern Illinois, Vice Chancellor ·for
Administration Glenn Poshard, who overwhelmingly carried the downstate vote during

SEE GOVERNOR PAGE 8
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construction would be done in _three phases
between 2004 and 2010, costing about S25
million. This housing would be available to
undeigraduate students.
Jones said he has looked at floor plans of
apartments at other universities as models. A
pLm at Florida State includes four bedrooms,
a ln-ing room, a kitchen and two bathrooms,
while the another plan includes four bedrooms, a li\'ing room, a kitchen, one bathroom
and a laumhy room.
The second housing to be built, Lake
View, would be styled similarly to Thompson
Point residence halls. It would be built in three
ph= between 2005 :ind 2011 and located
when, Greek Row currently exists. The total
construction would run aruut S31 million.
SIUC currently has 4,530 residence hall
beds, and with the addition of apamnents and
new halls, jt would offer 5,309 beds.
The housing plan also looks at potentially
tearing down Southern Hills family housing
and repbcing it ,-ith a new Greek Row; The
construction of the new greek housing would
take place between 2004 and 2007 tlirough
outside funding such as money fiom national
gre,k organizations. Vice Chancellor for
Admirustration Glenn Poshard said oiganii.ations have showed interest in funding new
housing or renovation, but he would rather see
a new Greek Rmv.
"There's no use in throwing good dollars
into old buildings," he said;
To make up for the loss offamily housing,
Jones said the plan allows for the ·construction
of 80, 3-bcdroom apartment units at
Evergreen Terrace, !OC1ted on Pleasant Hill
Road. This is slotted to take place between
2004 and 2006 and cost about Sll million.
While the quantity of family and -professional housing will be lost, Lany Dietz, vice
ch.mcellor of Student Affairs and Enrollment
Management, said the quality would make up
for it.
"We think that we would ha-ve enough
space for those individuals in some of our
other hous"tng," he siid._

Although the new housing, with the
exception of Greek Row, will probably be
funded through bonds, housing costs will be
increased. Dietz said he is confident though
that students want the better quality.
· "If you give students what they want, the
way they want and the quality they want,
tl1cy' II pay for it," he said.
.
SJUC's S4,104 fee for room and board is
clearly lower than that of its peer institutions
and is far below the nanomtl average ofS4,960
for four-year public institutions. Housing
cos:s at tl1e University oflllinois are S5,578, at
SlU-Edwardsvillc they are S4,736 and at
Eastern Illinois Uruversity they currently
_reach S4,596.
Even if SIUC raises room and board fees
by 6 percent e:,_ch year and other universities
only .raise it by 45 percent, SIUC will still
barely be reaching middle ground.
Along with making impm=ents in student foing areas, Uni-versity Housing also
looks to build its 0\\'11 new house. It wants to
centrally locate all housing offices in_ one main
building on campus. They arc cum:ntly split
up in different buildings across campus.
VVhile Jones' major task was looking at the
housing facilities, he also evaluated the li\'ing
environment in the residence halls using the
1953 mono, "The fusion of living and learning." The housing mission is ·to provide "a
high-quality, affordable living/learning environment that contributes to personal development and academic su=."
"A donnitoty is a place to eat and sleep,"
Jones said. "A residence hall is a place to live
and learn."
The vision ofU1~ty Housing is "to be
n:cogruzed as the standard of c:,,ccellence by
which other housing departments are measured through expansive programs and ser,ices."'
"We are not there,nJones said. "We are not
close to there at this point."
ButJones showed confidence in Univer.iity
Housing's portion of the IO-year plan, saftng
it is feasible and will probably happen.
"I look and I think about the vision that
has already occurred here and I think beca=
ofthat past, I have confidence it will happen in
the future," he said.
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SATURDAY:
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International Friends
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Coffee Hour
•
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Men's Basketball
vs. Indiana State

SIUC skatebo~rd park
open after delay
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SIU Arena
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The Recreation Center's new skateboard
park opened· Thursday after about a threeweek delay fqr insurance reasons.
It is located· next to the tennis courts
b~hind Lesar Law Building. Hours are 4 to
10 p.m., Monday through Friday arid 1 to 5
p.m. on the weekends.
Helmets and pads are required to use
the park.
'

-

THIS DA.YIN 1967:.

• "A Fistful of D~llars," "In Like Flint" and
"Love and Marriage• were some of the
movies playing in Carbondale.

• lhe Moo & Cackle restaurant was advertising seven hanburgers for a dollar.

Readers wno spot an error in a news artide
should contact the DAIIY EGvPnAN Accuracy
Desk at 536-3311, extension 228 or 229•.

SAT &. SUN Matinees in (briickcts]

Just Visit;_ng (PG,13)

on the firstnoor
by the·lnformation

.s1a,o.n

GEi' AN
EDUCATION IN
SCHOLARSHIPS.
Join Air Force ROTC,
and you may be eligible
to compete for different
scholarship programs
that can help pay for
your college education.
You'll also learn that
your whole career will
benefit from this one
elective.
Call

[i:OO] 5:00 7:15 9:30
The Brothers {R)
[1:45] 4:30 6:45 9:00
Traffic (Rl
[1:30] 4:45 8:00

The student who suggests the winning; name
will win a gift ba_sket including a $30 Debit
Dawg deposit; two· Mother's Day Buffet · · :
tickets, five bowling passes, a Student: Center .
t-shirt and more... ·
·
·• ·
Contest rules available at location .. C::ontesi.~nds
April 27. Decision of the iudges is final:
·

J>crisl'li:
(pcr•lsh) , ......'J~n hir~nnu.?
rulned .. a,pn)lcd or de»trnyie.•d ..... "

,,,.,.,,.,rr".s .II D/c-r/n11•r;y

Now shov.ing at University Place
Ih1il:,.• l~u:,•1•:i.ia • n ..

Enemy At the Gate! (R) Digital

. [1:15] 4:00 6:50 9:40
Exit Woonw; (R)
[2:30] ·5:20 7:40 9:50
Tom Cats (R) Digictl
: [2:40] 5:10 7:30 10:00
SAT&. SUN Matinca in [brndet:] O'Brother Where Art Thou (PG-13)
Along Came a Spider (R) [Z:I0]-4:40 7:00 9:15
Heartbrealers (PG-13)
· [1:30] 4:30 7:15 9:50
[1:30) 4:20 7:20 9:55
Blow (R)
Pokemon(G)
[1:15] 4:00 7:00 9:40
[1:45] 4:10 6:40 8:45
Pollock: (R)
·
Someone Like You (PG-13)
[1:00] 4:15 6:45 9:30
; [2:20] 4:50 7:10 9:20

453-2481

"'. . ····-·••'
I.I ···-·
fJ .,. .. .u-•....... _•••••·

Advance Ticket Sales Available ·

SAT - SUN Matinees in [brad:cts]

Spy Kids (PG) Digital
[2:00] 4:30 7:15 9:30

NEWS
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Carbondale officials continue to pursue
discrepancy in figures
MARK LAMBIRD
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Josh Erickson speaks out to his supporters and curious onlookers at the free sp2ech area of campus near the
student center. Josh, whose narne has been on signs and T-shirts around earn pus, revealed himselfon Thursday
afternoon~ aitalalkerl-about-his.exp~riences with Christ.
.

Josh revealed:

Enig!-Ilatic; spe_aker emerges ·
from the shadows, sp~aks
to sman turnout

DAVID OSBORNE
DAILY EGYPTIAN

ThemysteryofJoshwasrevealedThursdayaftemoon,
though most of those in attendance were in on the secret.
Josh E:ickson, a junior in forestry from Wyanet,·
stepped up to a rniciophone in the Free Forum Area and
offered a short religious testimonial, speaking to a crowd
ofless dun 50,
·
'
··
Nearly three-quarters of those on hands wore orange
T-shirts emblazoned with the words, "I agree with Josh," ·
· -idcr,tif;ing d1em as m~,nbers-of-the~pus£rusade for
Christ. Most of the rest represented the Vineyard
Campus Fellowship and the lnter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship, co-sponsors of the event.
Fliers began appearing a,ound campus earlier in the
semester asking the question, "Do you agree with Josh?"
Erickson said the fliers were deliberately vague so as to
draw people in by their curiosity.
Erickson also wanted to avoid marketing the event as
a Christian e-1ent.
·
"A lot of people have ideas what a Christian group is
going into it," Erickson said, "I think that would tum
people away if they knew it was a Christian group."
Eri~on dovmplayed the lack of attendance, though
he was expecting man: to stop by and listen.
· "Numbers aren't that important," said' Erickson, "it's
the message that's important."
Even the mging by the other members ofJosh's group

failed to drum up any interest. Students in orange Tshirts stood in the Faner bi-eezeway and on the sidewalks
near the Free Forum Area telling passers-by "Josh is corning" an_d mging them to come hear what Jo~h ~ to say.
Most walke,fbywithol!t comment;thougli some h~djokes for the group. One student quipped: "I don't know
who Josh is; maybe he's the Antichrist!"
One of tho_se·that did stop by, came strictly for enter·
tainment. Joe Lasky,• a junior in photography from
Spnngfield;-saidJie.always comes down to hear "crazy"
. Christians preach.
·
"I was kind of let down today; there was no fire and
brimstone;" Lasky said.
Even with the low turnout, Erickson was pleased with
the way the event turned out.
"I don't think a more detailed posting would have
helped," Erickson said;

(iii1ers aren't that important, ;fs tlie
°'-

\.
~

message that's important , :'. ·.
jj

Josh Erickson
junior.forestry

An alleged severe undercount in student population will draw Census
officials to Carbondale later this month to address the concerns of the city.
City officials met with Census Bure::u representatives in East St. Louis
to discuss the problem Tuesday. During the meeting, Census officials said
they are looking into several geo·coding errots across the state. Geo-coding errors result from numerical codes for states, counties or other designations not being properly entered into the: ,..,mputer.
Assistant City Manager Don Monty, among those who attended the
meeting, said Censu.~ officials are coming to Carbondale to discuss the
problem later this month.
Numbers for the 2000 Census released in March showed a decline of
6,352 people in Carbondale from the 1990
Census count.
Monty said the undercount was in census tract Gus Bode
113, which includes the SIUC campus. Tract 113
dropped in population from 6,729 in 1990 to a
paltry 487 in 2000.
The United States Census Bureau uses a
numerical code t:> enter information into computers to be processed. These numbers include designations for state, county, minor civil divisions,
towns, tracts and blocks. Tracts and blocks are the
smallest of the designations.
~ o ~ d the numerical \:ode is most likely
the rp-son Carl5ond~Jost such a large amount of
its fopulation.
Gus says:So
· The census uses numbers to enter ~
students c:ount
Monty said, "It is easy to enter in a few numbers
when they're
ymmg and change which town will receive those
worth $80,000?
,people."
The neighboring town of Mwphysboro had
the opposite problem. The population of Murphysboro increased by 4,119
from 1990. Murphysboro City Administrator Gene Biby said the 50 percent increase is most likely an error.
Biby said Murphyi:boro will gain S120 per person or S494,280 a year.
Carbondale stands to lose nearly $800,000 if the numbers are not
fixed. State and federal moneys would be reduced from the mistake
because they are usually allotted based ori population. One area in particular is the motor fuel tax, which goes to improve infrastructure throughout the city,
.
Southern lllinois stands to lose overall from the latest census numbers.
As a state Illinois experienced growth overall in the past decade but did
not keep up with some others, so the state will lose a congressman.
Southern Illinois aJrrently has three congressmen - Jerry Costello, DBelleville, in the 12th district; David Phelps, D-Eldorado, in the 19th district; and John Shimkus, R-Springfield, in the 20th district. The 19th district is the largest congressional district east of the Mississippi River.
Scott Selinger, a member of the Illinois House Democrats staff, said it
is too early to speculate which districts are going to lose out.
"ln all likelihood the redistricting issue will go to the lllinois Supreme
Court to be finalized," Selinger said.

Under the wite, USG approves election format
Archer drops 80
percen~RSO
requirement
CHRISTIAN HALE
DAILY EOYl'TIAN

Gearing up for-.tru: elections on
April 18, Undergraduate 1hudent
Government scurried Wednesday
night to implement a restructured·
constitution and a new election
reform act.
Some concern regarding the
number of signatures needed on candidate petitions was voiced by senators since the election reform act
lowered the required amount, differing with the constitution.
The constitution requires 50 signatures for senate candidates and 300
signatures for presidential candidates.
The new Election Refonn Act,
by
USG . Election
drafted

Commissioner Marty Obst, requires registered to vote in order to receive rnent to occur."
only 25 signatures for senate candi- funding was struck down by Archer.
Sei~'Ctive enforcement of constitudates arid 100 for presidential candi- .
Shortly following Archer esrab- tional rules and guidelines is one ofthe
dates.
.
lishing the. policy, senators and stu- allegations made by Taylor concerning
However, with implementation of dents voiced concern over the consti- his arrest and removal from tl1e Feb. 7
the new constitution structure, fol- tutionality of a student government student government meeting.
At Wednesday night's meeting,
lowed by the approval of the election president implementing such a policy.
reform act, a possible problem ,vith
Archer said the - whole idea Taylor was voted back onto the sencandidates not gaining enough sig- behind the policy was to raise student ate. During the time between his
natures was avoided.
awareness that they had the power to removal and Wednesday night,
Thursday night was . the first change things, but apparently stu- Taylor attended every meeting as a
proxy, sitting in the place of absent
mcetiog for candidates to meet with dents didn't realize this.
Obst to o"ot:ii,whe list of rules that
"One reason l've eliminated the senators.
must be met and a ~ t o during policy is ·because I didn't want who"It didn't have to be this way. It
their campaigns.
ever wins the election to use the pol- was an administrative problem. 1
Some issues from earlier in the · ii:y.t:D discriminate as to who received think they are so arrogant and
sem•:ster returned to the floor on funding 'lffld who didn't," Archer manipulative," Taylor said, ret,utlirig
Wednesday night, including USG said. "I didn't w:uit,iclc:_ctive enforce- his removal and arrest.
He said he thinks
Pre,ident Bill Archer's
80 percent registration
Orie ~ason /'Ve eliminated the policy is because I certain members of
poijcy and the official
the
administration
didri 1t want whoever wins the election to use the . think they can intimireturn of Rob Taylor to
policy to discriminate as to who received·funding date students and keep
USG.
the problems in-house
An earlier issued
and who didn't.
policy requiring that 80
so nobody can underpercent of each SIUC
stand the problems
Bill Archer
presiden~ USG
student group must be
plaguing USG.

"Having me hauled out of the
Student Center in cuffs was an
intimidation tactic saying to the student body 'You better fall in line,"'
Taylor said.
Taylor was arrested following his
refusal to leave a student government
meeting after questioning why his
name ,vas removed from the roll call.
After some shouting and :uguments broke out among senators, as
well as the audience, Taylor was
arrested for disorderly conduct and
processed at the SIUC Police
Department. He was released on his
own recognizance.
The Jackson County State's
Attorney's Office has decided not to
prosecute Taylor's case. The
Carbondale City Attorney's Office
has said they are unaware of any case
against Taylor.
Taylor has received notice that
Student Developmen_t Judicial
Affairs is requesting a hearing to
understand the events that ocaJrred
on Feb. 7.
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Cemetery Club a comedic loo!( at death
Stage Cc. play teaches
lessons with laughter
MARLEEN TROUTT
DAILY EGYl'TIAN

If not hit by a bus or t;i;ren at SU by an
aneu~m, one may make it to cld age with relatively fine health and quick faculties.
Yet death still advances. It t:ikc:s your neighbor, robs you of your childhood or cohort \\ithout warning or steals your spcase of 30 years.
The "Cemetery Club" is an aging threesome
who gathers at their husbands' gra\-cs C\-cry
month. In the Stage Co.'s teeny-tiny theater
space, the cemetery and the living room an: adjacent. F'ust in cookie-baking Ida's living room,
the long-time friends tell stories about the time
they met their husbands or the hi-jinks of part
friends. Then in the cemetery, each one chats
with her deceased mate as lighting illuminates
the single actress, leaving the rest of the set in
darkness.
The music of Frank Sinatra and Johnny
Mathis, which plays between set changes, adds
to the fed of the ladies choke-hold \vith the past.
The premise is gloomy, but the play is comedy
\vith fC\v sad moments.
.
Mike Hanes, SIUC director of bands, man·
ages the lighting techniques while watching his
\vife, Mary Jo, tackle the role of!da. Hanes said
he lived the intimate of the small theater and was
SEE
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• THE NCEMETERY cLue-- 1s AT e P.M·. FR10Av
AND SATURDAY AND 2 P,M. SUNDAY AT THE

ALD HAoLuHo -

STAGE' CO., IOI N. WASHINGTON ST. THE PLAY

WILL RUN ACAIN APRIL 13, 14, 20, 21 AND 22.
TICKETS ARE $8 AND $6 ON SUNDAY, CALL
549-5466 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

5--mics back to
showcase
hip~hop talent
MI\RLEEN TROUTT
DAILY EGYl'TIAN

For rapper Mc!von AcotT, aka Mello, the
fourth "5 rnics"partyat Fred's Barn tonight is
a chance for him and other local artists to get
one rhyme closer to the big time.
"We're all artists tiying to sign with a
major record labd," said Mello, a senior in
speech communications from East St. Louis.
"We put in a lot of work to make a name for
ourselves. We're thirsty, we're hungry, we're
going to give it our best."
B-Fly entertainment organized the last
three 5-mics events, whlch include a platform
of rappers, open mic and a DJ. Don Papillon,
a recent SIUC graduate \vith a master's in
engineering, created B-Fly in response to a
lack of hip-hop showcasing in the area.
"I've been here since 1991 and I had never
seen anything like this,n Papillon said. "Every
year the crowd increases but the price still
stays $5. It's not about making money. It's
about showcasing local talent and giving
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• !I MICS PART IV STARTS AT 9 P.M.
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FREE

DRINKS UNTIL 10:30AT FRED'S DARN, RR 6,
CARBDNDA:.E. THE SHOW WILL RUN UNTIL 3

A,M. WITH DJ QUEST OF WGCI I 07.!I FM AS
HOST, AN 0PEt1'•:...IC SEGMENT ANO PER FOR•
M.A~CE5 DY LOCAL RAP CROUPS TALENTED
TENTH, CYANIDE, CON PAPtLLON, MELLO,
BOOGIE MAN, SYP AND DIRTY CASH, TICKET:I
ARE $1' AT THE DOOR ••

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Lucille, played by Heather Holland, argues with Doris played by Ma,y Beth Hileman in a rehearsal of "The Cemete:y dub• on Wednesday evening. '!he
play, which opens Friday at the Stage Co. involves how people deal with the _loss of ~eir spouse and their interactions with friends wt.o are still arwe.

The Urge returns· to give us some more
STORY BY GINNY

SKALSKI

Making its eighth appcar.mce
at the Copper Dragon Bre\ving
Co., The Urge will blast into
Carbondale Sunday for a dynam.ic and energized performance.
The Urgc's music, deemed
"ska-core," combines punk, ska,
reggae and even hip-hop at times
to create songs that hypnotize
concert-goers to become animated. Lead singer Steve Ewing
transforms the crowd with his
powerful voice.
Thrust into the national spotlight with its 1998 hit "Jump
Right In,"The Urge is recognized
by their hits "All W.'\Shcd Up* and.
"Brainless" Q!T the 1995 album
"Receiving the Gift of Flavor"
and more recently "Too Much
Stereo," the title ·track of the
band's latest album.
The Urge energizes the audience with its lively performance.
Sweat-drenched bodies collide as
the crowed jumps and shoves
each otl1er in the aggressive pit
the bard h:is become known for.
The band calls St. Louis home
and began playing in Carbondale
about 10 years ago. The Urge was
called in to replace a band that
canceled its gig at Hangar 9,
according to James Karayiannis;
general manager. and promoter of
Coppcf I,)ragon and Pinch Penny
Pub and longtime fan of The
Urge. The show ended up being
the first performance the band
did in front nf a crowd.

_

hotd. The band frequently adds
fans' names to the . guest list
whenever
they sec fit.
Their shOINS are always real
"If a fan has ever done anytight and put together.
thing for the band, the band pays
They're creative and every them
back," Karayiannis said.
song th~y have has an
Formed in the mid-'80s, The
original sound.
Urge is now made up of Ewing,
- trombonists Matt K,viatkowski
JAMES SIAIAPSKI
and Todd Painter,' saxophonist
sophomo.. inmuuc~ationfiomChiag,, · 1 Bill Reiter, drummer John
·
·
Pessoni and guit:..,stJerry Jost.
Remaining true to its roots,
Fmtuenting at least six Urge
TI1c Urge continues to jam in shows, James Szalapski, a sopho- •
Carbondale, where years earlier more in music education from
tl1ey would crash at house parties · Chicago, said the band's personbecause they couldn't afford a ·able interaction with the crowd

t«¢f¥@#Nt#M@@

• THE URGE WILL TAKE THE STAGE
AT COPPER DRAGON BREWINO CO.
SUNDAY NIGHT, ORCO ANO NIL8 .
WILL OPEN FOR THE URGE,
TICKETS ARE$ 12 IN ADVANCE AND
ARE AVAILABLE AT PINCH PENNY
LIQUORS. DOOR.I OPEN AT 9 P,M,

and revved up act draws_ him back
each time they -· come to
Carbondale.
"Their shows arc always real .
tight and put together," Szalapski
said. "They're creative and _cveq
song they have has original
sound."
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Rodney Crowell tetums to his roots
'The Houston Kid' is both
a celebration and ·
lamentation of Texas life
JAY ARNOLD
DAILY EuYl'TIAN

·

The roots mwic revival is to countxy music
what. the alternative movcmcflt was to rock.
Some have called it alt countiy. One of the longtime standard be.rcrs of this movement is S!!gar writing treasure, his songs have been recorded by
Hill ~ids. Sugar Hill operates out ofoffi= in a who's who of American music. A short fut
Durham, N.C., far from the bright lies of includes luminaries such as Johnny Cash, Willie
Nashville and the cookie-cutter assembly line Nelson,Jimmy Buff'ett, Rosanne Cash and The
!llusicit prod~ccs. The best benefit of their place- Oak Ridge Boys.
ment and philosophy is the ability of artists to
The album is a collection of 11 songs presentrecord albums without label interference.
ing a semi-autobiographical view of Crowcll's
One of Sugar Hill's latest releases is from the first 20 years grmving up on the mean streets of
near-legendary Rodney Cn.wcll, "The Houston Houston. He refuses to tum a blind ICJC to subKid." Crowell has ccrtunly earned his chops in jects like po11crt';. child and spousal abuse, alcothe world ofmusic. Reganlcd by many as a song- holism, drug :iddiction and crime. At the same

Mies

the open.mic because it has been
popular since the fust show,"
said Papillon, who will also appear
on stage as a prelude to her second
some artists their first on~stage released CD, "Evolution of a
Butterfly."
experiences."
DJ Qiest of Chicago r..dio sta- ·
Monia Lee, a senior in business
tion WGCI 1075-Tht will host administration from Chie1go, is
the concert. After the rappers fin- familiar with rappers Mello and
ish, an open mic ,vill follow so c,,:~n Don Papillon .and is looking forthe audience members wi:1 have w-..rd to Friday's concert.
their opportunity to shi11e.
"I've knO\vn Mello since I came
Previous open-mikcrs have been here two }eats ago and he's gonaa
asked to perform in the following succeed. He works just that hard,'
Lee said. "He has a lot of different
year's shO\V.
"I had to keep bringing back styles and anything he puts out, I -

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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listen to."
Mello started rapping at the age
of 8, inspired by such rap pioneers
as 1L Cool], Run DMC and Koo!
Moc D. Rap allows him to "be who
wants to be and do what he wants
to do,• and lets him vent negative
emotions.
"Instead of going outside to
·fight, I put it on paper. I can get
paid for the way I feel instead of
destroying something," said Mello,
who recently released his fifth CD.
"The only thing I'm ·going to
destroy i.• the mic-v::rbal slaughter."

"It's a good portrait of middle-class Ne:.":' York
women and their loss ;md regeneration," Moe said of
.• CONTl?,,'UED FROM fAGE 4
his decisions to direct the play. "It's also an accurate
portrait of widowhood, but it's not negative - not a
happy for his wife who adores acting. ·
downer."
"Anytime she can get on stage, she has fun,"
Mary Beth f!i!eman, an Anna resident for 38
Hanes said. "It's great that there are places like the years, likes to joke that acting is her real job and workStage Co. where she and alJ the gals can do things like ing as a nurse in Union Co•1nty Hospital is her nobby.
this."
From the age. of seven, she entertained neighbors ,
The •Cemetery Club" is less about death and more under blankets $trc\Vfl over a clothesline. Hileman
about those still living. Doris (Mary Beth Hileman) likes that the play depicts the sometimes ugly truths
just can't move on. Promiscuous Lucille (Heather about the golden years, but docs so with humor.
"You getin your 50s and you think about your
Holland) is relieved her philandering husband is in
the grave and not alive causing trouble.
. spouse dying. \yhat would you do? Some remarry,
•At least I know where you arc at night," she some would never, just like these ,vomen," Hileman
chides the tombstone.
said. *They tell each other stories, and t.'ley've all
When the widowed Romeo, Sam the butcher heard them before, but we like hearing them again."
(Nick Earll), begins courting their club mate, Ida, the
The ,"Cemetery Club," though hitting more
two scare him off, fearing the loss of togetherness for cliques than poignant plateaus, still manag-:s to resonate for people of all ages. Dora• teaches that clingdifferent ·reasons.
Christian Moc, whose flamesakc is on the ing to the past can be deadly. Ida reminds that a new
University's Christian Moc Laboratory Theater, chapter must be written in life when one closes. The
directs the play. Moe, an SIUC ll1e1kr professor char:ictc: Lucille w:trru that no one who Jives a lie
emc.-itus and former chair .of the departm~nt, has truly lives. Most impori:intly, it offers these lessons
writ_tcn .md/or directed hundreds of plays locally.
,~th laughter.

~Nelson F. Gaoto, MD, FRCS ~ :1r.~~ -~
Aesthetic, Reconstructive,frt::"~ .· ·.. iJI
& Hand Surgery ·

· Longbranch Coffeehouse ,vill
have an art opening at 8 p.m. of
work. by Najee and Robert
Sammons.
·

Indic rock group Vehicle will
play at 10 p.m. at Booby's. Cover is
S2.

p.m:

SUNDAY, APRIL 8

•BreutR.eductim
•Ch«klmpllnl
•ClunA-tio,v1mpl>l11
• Dmn&bnsioa
• Eyelid S"'l"Y (Blcplwvpl•"l'l
•Fatl1'1jcc;tion

•FordleadLift

•l.aserSli"\Rcsurfacin&

•Uposuclioo
•Rhiuopluly
• llu&h UR
• Tummy Td. (Abdominoplasty)
•Stlm:ithfflpy(V~i.nTrca.tm..~} •UwerA.nnUA

Counay group Sundance ,vill
play Coo-Coo's at 9:15 P:m·

Mercy ,vill perform at 9 p.m.

every Sunday at Pinch Penny Pub.

SATIJRDAY, APRIL 7
There will be a DJ shaw with
Motown-Stax Review every
Saturday at Tres Hombres.
Gatsby's Il Bar and Billiards will
feature live DJs Saturday nights after
9p.m. .

The Urge will play Copper
Dragon with opening bands
ORCO and Ntl8. Doors open at 9
p.m.1:ickcts an: SU in advance.

It's jazz night at Melange
Coffeehouse with Four on Six -

Tn:s Hombres.

MONDAY, APRIL 9

Caravan, a jazz band, will perform at '..':30 p.m. every Monda-/ at
.

The Electronic ~usik Study
Hall, .with DJs Dewdrop and
Pipsqueak, ,vill yerform fiom 9:30
p.m. to midnight every Thursday in
the backroom ofLongbranlh.
There will be Memory Lane
Karaoke fiom 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at . •
Mugsy McGuire's.
The Brokien Grass Qlia.tct will
play bluegrass· at Booby's at 10 p.m.
Cover is S2.

._,.'f.i.;

•BicrlCdic:Mic:n,Pccl
•HoraeTrutmcntK.its
,•AtneCrc
•Skialigntneu
•Sunscttffl

·-

•biomedicMiau~ttlPlu.s

•Trave1K.iu
•Viumi?LC
•SetrT1a.

Male Cosmetic Surgery also Available

International
Film· Series:
EGG
{Neth~rlands} .
1988, color, 58 mins, VHS format, in Dutch with English subti~es
Sunday, April 8 & Monday, April 9,. 7:00PM

Life Science Ill Auditorium (Rm.1059)

Free and Open fo the Public -Spoosored by the College of Science
University Hono:-s Program

.t,

.t,

come to
.t,

THlmsnAY,APRIL U.

·.,;r'

•DrcastLit\
•B..nocl<UR
•Chcmicall'ecl
• Colblffl lnj«tio,,
• &r S"'lc,y (OU,-luty) ·
•F1cel.iJ'l

April 6--12
WEDNESDAY,Al•RlL 11
Local DJs can perform open mic
at 10 p.m. every Wednesday at
Carboz.
Mel Coot will play piano from 6
to 10 p.m. at Mugsy McGuire's.
Open mic night at 10 p.m. at
Booby's. Cover is Sl.

.. ·• , .... ·

;;~~

Phone (618)988-6900 • l'.u (618)988-6811
..~
• Come sec us for Biomedic Skic
Cosmetic Procedures
Care Products!
•Botoxlnjoctioa
•BrcastAugrnc::nwion

Entertainment Calender
Phil Brown, E Jb Allison, Mel
Goot, Bill Mobley and Steve
Jacobson. They play fiom 8 to 10-.30

..· ii'

J17S.14•SL,Sulte3
llerrin,1L62948.
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Punk band th!=Fighting407,vill
play at 10 p.m. at Booby's. Cover is
S2.

jobs he huries his loot out on Highway l 7. He
gets pinched, dOC!. si.'I: years in Huntsville, Texas'
toughest prison, and comes out a changed man in
a changed Texas.
"U Don't Know How Much I Hale U" is one
of the most enigmatically titled and cleverly
crafted love songs I've heard in quite a while.
Simult:1neouslylamentingandrcjoicinginancxlover's qualities, Crowell give us an anthem to
love lost.
Tobchonest,therearcanumbcroftwistsand
tums the entire album makes. It's hard to write
about it without giving away the surprise, the big
finish. This album is like 11 little "Sixth Senses."
You'd love to let the cat out of the bag and reveal
the big secret, but it "-r,,ild just ruin it for those
you told. The best I can do at this point is suggest
you go out, find it, listen to it and not tell your
mends about it, except to tell them to go out, find
it, listen to it and then talk about it with that elite
circle that have heard it. Yes, it's that good.
With "The Houston Kid" Crowell is poised
to solidify his po!ition as a tit:ln of roots music
and sta."lds shoulder to shoulderwith other giants
· like Robert Earl Keen, Guy Clark, Steve Earle
and the late, great Townes Van Zandt.

time, it wasn't always bad as he relates the joy in
a greasy cheeseburger, skinny-dippin' and live
rock-a-billy sh.ows. In a Sugar Hill promotional
flyer Crowell says, "This record isn't all about me,
but it is definitely all about me and the people
who grew up around me."
· All the songs arc quite good, at a minimum,
and a number of them truly shine. Oddly
enough, my three favorite so11g1 arc right next to
each other in the middle of the album.
The sixth track, "I Walk the Line
(Revisited)," stands out as quite pos-:.i.bly the most
fun of the song1 on this often-bleak album.
Crowcll tells the tale of scudding down a back
countxy road with his dad and granpa in a '49
Foro on an early-morning fishing trip and hc.iring Johnny Cash sing "I Walk the Linc" on the
radio for the first time. I'll save the real treat
about this song for those who go and listen to it.
It is wo;th every cent you pay for the CD, I guarantce it
·
The next track, "Highway 17," is in marked
contrast to its predecessor in both its tone and
outlook. It's the story of a small-time hood who
robs liquor stores and filling stations to support
his "five kids and a wife with one dress." After
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3. Your name is Fred, Freida,

1. If it's your wedding
anniversary (bring marriage
certificate)
2. If you arc finalizing your
divorce (brln'g divorce decree)

Fredrick, Fredrlca or Fredina
(also, Allre<!, Wilfred)

4. If. it's your birthday (good 3
days before or alter)

<0"~his-Saff~Wil_:?:~ · #~e~Sat.;fAp~il)41.·.~,

t~CROSSEffiE~n:.i~~, ~SOUTl(DOIJND,:y
Doors Open B:30pm..•Music 9 - 1am

'
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Starts Today/
Call Theatro or Check our
Directory Ad for Showtimes

SARAH ROBERTS
DAILY EGYPTIA~·:..
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R~trattonrcrsLmn~~begins l'pln 2

~

Rqlsftrtc, •la a $SO tnlbook ctrttRc1lt by brlnilas la lblt
s4 al rqtstntloa. If )'Oa rq:blrr bJ tm1U. lbttUloa thll ad..

Ahtr May 1 all rt1lstnt1ons mau bt done la ~ n .
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'·
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Spring Specials!
Refractive Exam
For Glasses

$33
Complete Frames &
Single Vision Lens~s
will1 acratch reautant coat/Dlf

$45
Children's Glasses
Po/yea: bonate Lenaet1

$65.
1H

Frames As Low As

$17
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1./'1t~if!st shame when we complain that we liveJri
\ .horrible world and then not do anything about it.
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Last year 61 abused and neglect'"'
•
i
/
/
ed children were ushered into the
Laurie Carver
court system in Williamson Count"J• CASA vclunteer
Joannc Swafford knows all too
well the pain these children feel.
The Marion resident's personal 1999, will als·o speak at the cercmoThe main goal of the program is
cxperiencc with childhoo\J abuse ny and lauds the Advocate program to place children in stable, peraaprompted her to become a volunteer as an invaluable asset for. the area's nent hor1es, a process that can take
Court Appointed S~cial Advocate children.
an)Whcrc from several months to a
three years :tgo and offer children
"It's an incredible organization, few years. According to Pressley,
the support she never had.
one of the best volunteer organiza- .volunteers often develop personal
"No one stood up for me or pro- tions concerned about the welfare of relationships with the children they
represent which I:.st long after a cas::
tccted me hack then,• Swafford, 56, children that cxists,W Poshard said.
,
said. "Now that I'm old~r, I can have
While the program Ecrv~ as the is settled.
the satisfaction of making a differ-. main voice for. abused chi!drcn and
• "Initially we're only required to
ence in just one child's life."
·has made important strides, Pressley sec children once a month, but it
Advocates arc tr:iined communi- is still not ~atistied with the 30 blue doesn't take ! long before you're
ty volunteers appointed by a judge ribbons - ~hi' wants to sec 61 of hooked on .once-a-week visits,W
to speak up for abused and neglect- them.
Pressley said.
Swafford, who has worked with a
cd children in court. The first
"We just didn't have enough ,,:-IAdvocate program began in 1977 as untccr:: for all of the children," total of eight children, believes she
the brainchild of a Seattle judge, Pressicy said. "We're always looking has a slight advantage over those
and more than 900 nationwide vol- for more volunteers who arc com- volunteers who have never experiunteers exist toda)~
mitted and who can stay in there for enced abuse, and she knows that her
The workers arc strictly volun- the long haul."
presence is a source of comfort to
teers ranging from married couples
The average length of a court the children she represents.
and full-time workers to retirees and case for an abused child is two years.
"When they grow up, they'll
part-time st-Jdcnts. The Williamson During tiiat time, the child often remember way back then someone
County program, the nearest has multiple social workers, judges was on their side-, and someone realAdvocate service in Illinois, current- and foster homes ..The volunteers ly cared about them,• Swaffoni said.
ly has 36 volunteers serving 55 chi!- arc typically the only source of sta. Although she is tackling her first
drcn, · according to director B.J; bility in the child's life.
·
i:ase, Carver already has .I cleanense
Pressley..
·
Laurie Carver iE one new volun- of purpose about what she is doing
ln recognition of Child Abuse teer working to provicl:: stability on and who she is helping.
Awareness
Mo11th,
Pressley, her first case. Site became interested
"If you do what you can in your
Swafford and other volunteers arc in the Advocate program after own backyard or hometown, there's
decorating a wreath with 61 lights searching for some way to become a greater effect on humanity,W
to represent the children brought involved in her community and Carver said. "That's what (Court
into the system last year. Blue rib- decided that child abuse awareness . Appointed Special Advocate) docs;
bans, the symbol for -child abuse was the perfect outlet for her.
· it not only serves the children, but it
awareness, will also decorate 30 of
"It's just a shame when we com- makes people aware.•
. the candles to represent the children plain that we live in a horrible world
who rccc;ived advocates.
and then not do anything :-.bout it,"
The candlelight ceremony will the 35-~ar-old Carver said.
take place · on the stcpi of the
Aft~. completing 30 hours of • THE CANDLELICHT CEREMONY FOR
ABUSED C:HILOREN WILL TAKE PLACE
Williamson ·County Cou_rthousc, · classroom tr:iining, Advocate vol- AT 7 TONIC HT ON THE SOUTH' SIDE OF'
and the wreath will remain on dis- unteers observe courtrooms to Tl• E WILLIAMSON COUNTY
play inside the courthouse until the . become· acclimated to· the judicial COURTHOUSE. FOR MORE
cr.d of the month.
process. Once they arc· assigned INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROCRAM OR
Vice
Chancellor
for cases, _Advocate~ sort through TO BECOME A VOLUNTEER, VISIT THE
Administration Glenn Poshard, records, c.asc files and family histo- NATIONAL Y/EBSITE AT
www.NATIONALCASA.ORG OR CONTAcr
who. established the Poshard · ry as well as inteniewing people B.J.PRESSLEVAT997-1301 EXT.182.
Found;,tion for Abused Children in 'involved in the child's life.

$14/Six Pack*:!<*
Ellmll:13111.Zmllll!IZm:?.~:~·-

Honors ceremonies.to recognize achievement

Guarnnteed Lowest Prices
On Eyeglass Frames!

honor societies and the University Honors Program.
Foster said although he is unsure how long the event
has been a part of campus, the importance ofit k..-cps it a
priority.
· .
.
-We're recognizing what's most' important a.1d that's
JENNIFER WJG
academic achievement," Foster said. "It's historically been a
DAILY EGYrTIAII
good.day and it's i. positive reinforcement of why we're all
. here.
,
.
Kristina Scott's goal will be fulfilled Saturday as she
Also part of the weekend is the newer Super Student
accq,ts her "Most Distinguished Senior" award from the Program, sponsored by the Student Alumni Council. The
Student Alumni Council.
·
.
program began in 1986 to honor the top 2S seniors a~
"I figured there were a lot of people more qualified, but SIUC and award two S500 scholarships to juniors.
·
I wanted to try,• Scott said. "It's been a_goal of minc·since
The Student Alumni Council ceremony will begin at 6
I was a freshman. I wanted to leave a mark." ·
·
p.m. Saturday in Student Center Ballroom D.
Scott is o·nc of hundreds of students to be l1onorcd this
The requirements include a 35 GPA, active involVC"'.
weekend for University Honors Day and the Student ment in two Registered Student Organizations and partAlumni Council Super Student Program.
,
time employment.
Honors Day is a decades-old ceremony to ho,1or stuThe senior requirements arc similar, but focus more on
dents with high academic achievement. The main rcccp- community Sc!rvice and only ask a 2.75 GPA. All a~v:irdrion will take place from 2 tu 3 p.m. Sunday in the Student winners arc selected by a committee from the S,udent
Center Ballrooms.
Alumni Council.
. ·
. ..
The day is split by college inro multipl~ ceremonies,
Tuesday "5hn_er, assistant director of con•;tituent rclacach takir,g pl.ice at a different time and toc-.. ti.on. During tions for thi? Srudent Alumni· Council, said the group
th: ceremonies, students arc individually reC\)gruzcd v.ith a bcg.m illl Honors Day to recognize its peen. Conducting
certificate for their academic work.
the ceremony during University 1-fonurs Day weekend
·
Stephen
Foster,
associate
director
fof made sense.
Records/Recognition, is organizing Honors Day. Foster
"It's students helping students,• Ashner . said.
said students' names arc listed in the prog,:am books and •Ev~•.ybody woul l prefer to be l"l'cognizcd by their peers
the coll~ usu.•Jly take the rime to honor students in than a suite li:c:c me."

University awards certificates,
schola~hips

$

.3
3 **·

PER EVE or $1450 per eye
Call for ~ddltlonal discounts

MARION EYE CENTERS
& OPTICAL
549-2282

565-1405

Carbondale Office Murphysboro Office

985-9.983
Carterville Office
.

•See local office for dew!,. Some mtrictlom tpply. For I limi1ed tim,. DiJtOunl, not
ulid lfi1b any olhrrialti, cor:pum orpaaagti, "'$33 permon1!JolJ month..
lndodc lbance eh>~"· No down paJlll<DI, C.llldid1c7 and coni!:Uom apply. .
R,g,ilir price $19Sf/ per e7e. • 0 _WitL porclwe oh year supr~7• .
, •I.

·•

.,·,
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Surveyors look to improve skills
·

Surveying in high
demand
LIZ GUARD
DAILY EGYPTIAN

I
.;

Tim I-!ejnywcnt to class today, but
to a class different than most at SIUC.
Hejny, a senior in ·civil engineering
fiomJoliet, was in class for three hours
measuring the topography of land.
The land surveying program at
· SIUC, which is a specialii.ation within
' the Civil Engineering Department, is
the only one in the state that offers the
24-scmcstcr-hour coursework required
to become a professional iand surveyor.
The demand for land surveyors is
as high as it's been in 25 years, which
m:iy explain why there is a waiting list
to get into the program at SIUC. The
job is in high demand because a building literally cannot be built without the
services of a surveyor.
·
There arc about 60 students
enrolled in SIUC's program. The students have class each week and a lab
session where they go out and getpractical CJ¥rience using the =chines
and surveying the land.
··
Thursday, a class of about 10 stu•
dents from Roy Frank's class were
working_ on a proposed project for
SIUC. The students frequently work
on proposed projects for fiec to gain
experience in the fidd.
·
Frank, an associate professor in civil
engineering and the lone professor in
SIUC's surveying program, said the
program has done sc=a1 other service
projects including. work for the
Carbondale Parle District and the Crab
Orchard National Wildlife Refuge.
"We provide services for organizations and it gives the students first
hind, real-world experience,• Frank
said.
Tiie cl:.ss worked from about 9
a.m. to noon at the SIUC rugby fidds
planning for a proposed footb:ill stadi"

"I\ .tlrcady got about three ~r four Lovelace said. "And ifyou're working at
jobs lined up for when I graduate," an hourly rate, which most jobs do, at
Barrett said.
_60 hours a week, you make pretty good
"A lot of students have job offers money."
.
after their sophomore year and
Making money is not the sole rca•
employ,,cs arc just waiting for them to son for going into the land surveying
graduate,• Lovelace said.
fidd. Sam Phillippe, a senior in civil
. Land surveying is a job for those engineering with a speciali;.ation in
who have a lm-c for the outdoors, but it land surveying from Champaign,
is not an easy one.
_
chose land surveying as a major
Math skills, gcometty in particular because of a l= for the work.
and a vast knowledge of computers arc
"My dad's a surveyor and I wd a lot
essential. If pursuing a job in land sur- work with him
the summers. It's
veying, one cannot expect the a....,r:igc real interesting work," Phillippe said.
nine to five work day.
"It's neat to dm-c by on a highway and
"In the summer we work.from day- say 'Hey, I hdped build that,' or 'That light until the jobs done. Twelve hours builwng couldn't have been built withis the typical work day for a SUI'l':)or," . outme.M

=

Leaders Wanted!!!

um.

"If they put in a football fidd,
thcy11 build a road and a parking lot
·going to it, and we'll give them our
measurements," said Ryan Lovcla~;-a
graduate student in the surveying program from Cartcnillc. "We also did
work for a church in Gorcv111e and
gave them the surveying measurements so they could build and design."
Students in the program at SIUC
got into the fidd for sc=al different
reasons.
"I got into it because I like being .
outside and I didn't want to work in an
Euu.uc F"YC - DAILY EOYPTIA"
ofiicc,"Lovclacesaid.
,
Josh Barrett, a senior in civil engineering from.Paris, Ill., war~ with the
Josh Barrett was also interested in · Robotic total station for land surveying. Land surv"?yi_ng aides 111 gather- ·
working outdoo11, but knew there was · ing topographical in!Lormation to help create maps and\obtain informamoney to be made in the field.
lion from construction sites.
.
· .

Local church hosts ·World HUJ;lger Sale
Officials in charge of sale hope ·
to beat previous 1ecord
MATT-BRENNAN
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The basement of the University Blptist Church was
empty on W.:dnesday afternoon, but Saturday, the base- ,
·=t, a room upstairs and the yard will be crammed with
items for the World Hunger Sale.
_
The sale will mkc place betmcn 8 a.m and 2 p.m.
Saturday, at 700 S. Otldand Ave., and is sponsored by·
Church Women Unitco, a group of16 Carbondale church·

{f:afulrie seems to only be covered In the
newlwhen It roaches epidemic proP9.rt1ops.
~But'lt Is a,: ongoing problem for aiieafai;1
' ona.frfth of the world's populaiicf ;·.:"'

.

Margie Parker

I

.,

president, Ch1m1 Wane:, United

so they moved it to the University Baptist Church, P.ukcr
said.
·
,The sale will also include an auction :it 10 a.n:, Some cf
the auction item-. include Beanie Babies, an 82-piccc
Crafuman socket set arid some assorted silver dishwarc
cs.
.
items.
Scmc of the items being sold include plants, houschol_d
P.-..rltcr bclirnes that hunger is an important and.worthy
items, furniture, cloth.:s, toys, books, bakco goods, jewcliy cause for donation.
and other things. L:ugcr items in the sale include a color
"Famine seems to only be CO\'Crcd in the nc:ws when it
tdC\ision, c:xcrci..: equipment and a computer. ·
reaches epidemic proportions," P.ukcr said. "But it is an
Last year the sale raiSl:d S9,400 for hunger and this year ongoing problem for at least onc-.5fth of_tb:: wo\ld's popu~
'they hope to raise more. The sale consists ofitcTns donated lation. Even in the United States'and in O'Jr a.m communi- •
•-·
. ty, there arc people without enough food to cat." ' . ···' ;'• ·=. _- · from various"pcoplc within the community.
"While we hope we reach a new lcvc1; a lot depends on
.Some of the money is donated to Attuck ~ c y : .
the doll;ltions that come in," saicl Margie P.ukcr, pruident of · Services, to buy snacks for their after school tuto~ p ~ r::
Chun:h Women United and chairofthehungersale.
· for children; · ·
·
:
· -•',!·: /:''.
The group has been sponsoring the s:.lc for 27 yean. For
"The children haven't eaten since 11.a.m~ and by S p.m:. ,' '.
the first 1S, the sale
at. St. Francis Xavier Catholic thcyn: starving," said Dc.!.01cs M. Albritton, txea1tivc dircc- chw-..h in C:ubondalc, but then the _sal~ outgrew the church, tor of the program. "Evr-iy little bit is nccdcd."
.

was

•Provides $3,450 towards tuition, fees and
books as well as up to $400 monthly stipend
eQffers experience and leadership skills coveted
in today's competitive job market

·Many Career Opportunities:
•Engineering
•Combat Control
0 Air Traffic Controls
•Political Affairs
•Meteorology
•Security Management
•Business
..• and more!
•Space Systems
•Prog~am Management

Eligibility:
•Grad or undergrad from any major, 91aduating in 2002
eMust be U.S. citi::en before completion
•Minimum 2.0 GPA
·
.

•

.

'···•--:.

-_.

.·'t,,,.-1,-_{.;..:: ..

.:~fFof:mohiiritormatlon, contact:
~\., · 'Capt.Mike ffdlhr any staff member
' SIUC Air Force ROTC

· (618) 453-2481.
http://www..silr.edu/-afrotc
mhills@siu;edtfbr afrotc;.@siu.edu

.< .-. ::'
- .... ,.
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PLAN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"We really would like to have a
variety of housing a\':wable to students," he said.
·
"Most institutions of our size
with locations like ours, home a
higher percentage of the students.
And I am interested in expanding
that"
Althougl_l . creating these n_ew
. housing areas would increase room
and board fees, Director of
University Housing Ed Jones is confident students would pay the cttra
·
dollar for better quality. .
"We want to go to mcdiwn price
and high quality," he said: "That's
our strategic plan."
SIUC room and board is currently the lowest among its peers; at
$4,104. The national· average for
housing cost at a four-year public
university is $4,960 and in the
Midwest the average is at $4,715.
The housing plan, which focused
on the next 15 years; also suggested·
tearing down the Southern Hills
family housing located along South
Wall Street This area would be
replaced by a new Greek Row.
Dietz said he is having a "Greek
Summit" April 28 to bring together
all of the greck organizations to discuss their interest in housing and get
them involved;
Another major issue addrcsscc in
the· 10-ycar plan is Student Health
Programs, which is CWICntly located
in Kesnar Hall and Bcirnfohr Hall,
both on Greek Row. The pro_P,OSC(l
plan would increase the number of
services offered through SHP and
po~tially mav~ the facilities near or,
connect them to the Recreation
Cen~
Cheryl Presley, director of SHP,
said some additional programs
would' include expanded hours, a
contracted· dermatologist. updated
Ir.lining fornurses in wound care and
a two-solid-week immunization
clinic. .
The largest proposal would be to ·
connect health services to, the
Rcacation Center. to create more .
.space and inc:casc efficiency.
"We cuit expand our services to
broader services unless wc have a
place for students," Presley said. "We
don't have space [right now]."
·
Connecting the two services
would also integrate uicas like sports

GOVERNOR_
appointed by former U.S. President not at an optimum lcvcl for Gov.
medicine and nutrition, making it
Jimmy
Carter
to . Deputy Geoige Ryan, LaWICncc thinks he
CONTINUED FROM PAGE l
easier to provide l,ettcr services.
·
.
Underscactary
of Education in the will run again.
"It would just be such a nice way
"I think there is a Jll?SSibility he
U.S. Department of Education. He is.
to provide the services for the students," Presley said.
·
the 1998 gubernatorial election, has presently on thefarultyofthe Kdlogg could win re-dcction, but the poll
announced publicly that he will not Graduate School ofMaruigemcnt at nwnbers indicate he would have a
Bill McMinn, director of
tough time," Lawrence said;
Intramural Rea-cation Sports, said
take another shot at becoming the Northwestern University.
. Although Lawrence, who served
this type of structure would set
state's highest authority.
.
Blagojcvich, the Chicago native
· Poshard said to students.in ajour- who has a =rd in Congress for as former Gov.Jun Edgar\; press secSIUC ahead of competing univcrsinalism and political science class being tcugh on criminals and' sup- ret:uy, said Edgar has said publicly
ties. There are currently only a handTuesday that he believes Bunis will porting gun control, .coiir1cd that "be would not rule out running
ful of schools working .with such
facilities.
win· the Democratic nomination . South.einlllinoisJan.23 to announce for office,• he docs not expect him to
because of the name recognition he his possible run for, ~o& He . run for govemo:;
"I think we would be on the cutSpeaking to a class of SIUC stuacaunulatcd serving as. Attorney stressed issues of importance to the
ting edge ifwe are fortunate enough
General Bunis is an SIUC alumnus · southern districts such as equal edu- dents Thursday,. E:dgar did not rule
to get support for the facilities," he
and lost the Dcmoaatic nomination cation funding and inaeased tourism. anyi:hing out but said he did not havi:
said.
to Poshard· in' die 199.8 campaign.
While J!lany Democrats are anyplansattherurrcnttim~Edgar
This proposal for expansion
This will be his third time to vie for emcqiing fio.m the woodwoxk as poss saved as governor fiom 1990 to 1998
would add structure on the cast end
gm1cmor.
siblc candidates, Lawrence said: the and left office with good pole numof the Rcacation Center. The center
try-again Republicans arc waiting for Ryan to bers and a clean public record.~'
Among
other
was built in 1977 and provided for
Demoaats,John Schmidt is working announce his future plans, before you "never say never."
about 80,000 users. It expanded in
Candidates file for. contention in
~ to win !he bid• he lost to
breaking into the race.·
1989, and it is currently used by
Poshard in 1998. Schmidt, who.was
Lawrence dismissed rwnois that the primaries Dcccmbcr 2001 and•
about. 670,000 people each year.
endorsed by the · Chicago Trililµie there were any Rc£ublican cons Ryan docs not have to make an
McMinn said with such high numhers, he secs a riced for expansion.
during the 1998 primaries, h.ad·an _tenc!crs at tiii;s<timc;, saying that :innounccp1C11t until then.. l!_1 Aug.
"We're [much busier} than we've
active agenda to restore the coal · "Springf!eli;l · is !l town tha; loves, 1997, Edgar made the announcement
~industry in Southern Illinois and,.a· rwnors." ·
that he woiJ!d' not .seek rc-clection
ever been;" he said.
Presley said theywill most like try
ptan· to p~dc statewide
HOIYl:VCG Lawrence said Lt Gov. and his. pre<iecessor, former Gov•.
to fund the construction with bonds;
cation fiom Cairo to Chicago; both· Ccrinner Wood· is, interested in James Thompson, announced this in
.
but they will also look at outside
poles r,fthe.state.
'
_5t?ti:wiqc offia:, and'also pointed•to July,
funds such as donors, gifts and
I:.awrence said that. although,
In 1998, Balailis also expressed fllllRyan,whohebelievcswouldbea
grants.
.
strqng .Republican nominee, but will many Republicans would like to sec.
interest in the office.
"We're lookJng at the whole
Bak:ilis has savcd'as Illinois State likely 11ot contend the governor ifhc . Ryan ann9unce' soon; the governor
range," she said.
· .
~uperint~dcnt of Education· and· cli~.to run again. · ·
. · will likdy holci off.until~ summer
.
Additional changes on campus
Illino~ State Com~trollcr. He was
~dcspitepollm,unbcrsthatare orf.i!L
will· include icnoyating and maintaining the existing . buildings.
Although there are no significant
changes proposed for the Student
Center, Dietz sai:l there will proba~
bly cventual!y be discussion o(
adding a hotel area.
"I expect the· issue will raise its
head," he said.
For most of the structural
- -,
., ·r.
. . . ,-···--• .. -. ·- .
-'
.
changes of housing, Dietz said· the
'
.
I
University will• look to bonds, ~d'
changes to SHP. and the Rea-cation
~TTH~w:McGUJRE.
Sunday.April 1, before popce stopped and~ him.
Center• are ·proposed to be paid
! ·TMS CAMPUS
. He will have the oppo~ty ID· appeal· the university's
·
'·
.. , .... ~
decision.
·. ,:;··'
·
j·
through bonds and eventually repaid
through student fees.
'Purdue U~l}'~cda 19-~ld·studcntwho
FIVC sJUdcnts and·one former student were amstoo
•All of this is a plant he said. "We : was charged -with ~ ·~ c:xplosivc device dur- after Sundays riots ,vith ~ ranging from disorderly
don't have the money ro do.anything
ing the riots i:hai: .fullowcd die women's l-1asxctbalJ team's. conduct to illegal pcisscssicfn ofalcoliot'Additional r;1wgcs .
yet•
68"-66 loss to Notre Dame in the national championship. . · co_u!d com,e after poli~
vidcol:lpCS made /of the
Though housing is. a large issue, ·, . School officials also issued-summons for:eigb,t other Sundaynight\;riotswhcrerevclcrsovcrtumedcus,!startcd
Dietz said• it and· health services
·
·• /I .
students ID ~ for disciplinaty hearings in ronncctior1 fired and pelted police with rocks. ·
weigh in about the same right now
wi~ the md~ on the West Lafuycttc campus last Sunday.
' The univcrsi1r ·p~i damage estimates at about
--: both, high priorities with great
night and offered~ ofup ID $5,000 forinfo~n, ,: $60,0QO, including S22,000 in damiigc to c;irs, $10JOO in
importano::; ~e sai4·the plans were
leading to the~ llll~ conviction of anyone responsible 1· broken univmlty ~~vs buildings and S10;6P(> in
stronglydcvclopcd and will probably
·
. '' sports cquip!:11-Cflt ,yhcn ,a sh~:was. ~ed.;
?ty of
for van~ in the riots.·, ·
have pretty good outlooks.
'WI.c mten4. to do. ,all wc. can· to. •track.
those
.. ,· .-.Wc.·e s· t ~
.....
. which also r.n~ by. n.otas, ha!/ notyi;t
"I think thcy:rcprcscnt some good
~nsiblc for/these actions,". said 1mivmity police chief •..mcascd~ cstimatys:•:,~···
• , __ .; ./ · · ~thoughts on all this," he said; "and ILimb, Stump./ · · · · · . • , . ·· , ·· · .
.·· · The univcis,ity's recent act1ons follow ~ t y j prcsithink they arc pret:y rcasonabl~
. Thc~frcshmancnginccrlngmajorwasallcgcd~; dci:tMartjnJ~spfmiseto.•takc~:u:tion
plans."
·
ly prepanng to throw a·Moiotov cocktail•at parla:d cais, • agamsta_nystudents knawntohavc bceninvolvcd.'!· .·· ' -

c:o=uni~

.

e

•

Purdue expelssrudent
invdlvecHnweekend ridtsj' ·

fYicw

'Jrui

down..
.

J
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Stanford University forging nevv pact•vvith Nike
ANNE ROCHELL KNIGSMARK

~
Over the objection of a growing number of
faculty members and students, Stanford
University is negotiating a new, expanded
agn:cment to have Nike provide its sports
teams with equipment and uniforms.
In ·a letter sent Tuesday to Stanford
President John Hennessy, more than 80 profcssors, students and other members of the
university community said Stanford should
not do business with Nike because of human
rights abuses at its contractors' overseas factorics, particularly in Southeast Asia.
Stanford Provost John Etchemendy said
the university has researched Nike's labor practiccs and concluded the sporting-goods giant
has made improvements. And Stanford has
asked for an "opt out" clause in the contract,
which means any student or coach may choose
not to wear Nike apparel or use Nike equipment.
"We're making it so tl).at no team and no
coach will suffer financially from a student's
decision . to opt outt Etchemendy said.

However, the univcnity might have to pay on her team clothing.
shoes adorned with the Nike swoosh.
.
· Nike for each student who opts out; . ~I hope the university activdy promotes
Nike has said a winning athlete wearing the
Etchemendy would not say how much.
this option," Dietrich said. "The swoosh repre~. swoosh is its best form of advertising.
In Tuesday's letter, students and faculty sents Nike and. all its practices, including its
"The Stanford drama department sells
members said "NIKE .•• has a well-docu- labor practices, which are questionable. advertising in its programs,• Etchemendy said.
mented record of human rights abuses in the Putting it next to the Stanford name on the "Athletics sells ads in its programs as well. We
past." It accuses Nike's subcontracted compa- uniforms links the two."
try to make advertising unobtrusive, but there
nics overseas of using child labor, paying inadUnder the new contract, Nike would pro- are trade-offs. It's a source of revenue."
equate wages, sc:xual harassment, forced over- vide all but one or two of Stanford's 35 teams
Nike is one of several American companies
time and firing union organizers.
with clothing and • equipmen_t, all bearing that hive come under criticism in recent years
"Docs that matter?" the letter asks.
Nike's logo, the swoosh. The university is for manufacturing goods overseas under
Nike's Web site· says the company has a negotiating for one overall agreement, iustead allegedly unhealthy and cruel conditions. Nike
"code of conduct" that its contracted factories of allowing teams to negotiate individual con- has said it has taken steps to improve condian: supposed to follow or be subject to fines. tracts that, at other schools, are lucrative for tions in its factories. Nike has 25 employees
whQ monitor activities in its contracted factoAnd the company says it sends independent the coaches, Etchemendy said.
"This has nothing to do with advertising ries, compared with one or two at other major
monitors to the factories to ensure safe and fair
working conditions.
for Nike, from our perspective," Etchemendy athletic apparel and equipment companies,
Stanford sophomore Lauren Dietrich, who said. "The advantage of this contract is that it Etchemendy said.
plays lacrosse, said she's not satisfied with the provides us with equipment for our smaller
Dietrich and the others who signed
"opt out" clause. She thinks it should be sports, which we wouldn't be able to equip Tuesdays letter would like Stanford at least to
rcvcned.
·
take steps to ensure Nike operates "in a fashion
otherwise."
"Why do we have-to opt out? I feel like stuStanford received praise a year ago for consistent with the values of the university.•
. dents should be able to opt in if they want to becoming the first ·school with major sports • For example, more·than 200 colleges and uniwear Nike," she said. She'd like to opt out, but teams to empty· its arenas of corporate adver- versities have joined one of two non-profit
feels ~n~mfortable wearing a uniform that tising. But some advertising is needed to offset groups that monitor overs'eas factories.
diffe~ from those of her teammates. She said costs, Etchemendy said. So its student athletes Stanford has not joined either and docs not
she may simply cover all the Nike "swooshes" will continue to wear shorts, jerseys, socks and plan to, Etchemendy said.

Lack of affirmative actiori has
not hurt balifomia admissions
like

academic saviccs. "Certainly~~
to believe the investment in our outreach efforts is paying off:"
Such increases in underrepresented minorities are not
.
,
. .
true of the university's most sclcctivc campuses. While UC
WALNUT CREEK, Calif. -.The percentage· Bcrkcleysawundcrrcprescntcd m!llorities increase to nearofminority studen:s admitted to the University ofCalifornia . ly 16 percent of the total number ofadmitted freshmen, the
has nearly reached affirmative action lcvcls, according to fig- percentage lags behind the 1997 lcvd of 22 percent.
urcs rclcascd Tuesday. In addition, the system admitted 10
I Overall, the UC system admitted 46,130 stu\fcnts who
percent more Californians than last year.
·\
3:te Californians, a 10 percent increase over last year. Nine Ofthe students thr. UC system admitted for the 6112001 out of every 10 admitted freshmen are Californians.
. freshman class, 18.6 percent were black, La~o, Chicano . For the first time, the UC system admitted the top 4
'. l!Ild American In~ 'That's a percentage point inacasc . pcrccnr of each high school in the state regardless of the
ovctlastycarand jtistshyof1997's-18.8 percent, the last time·., students' SAT scores as long as they had taken the required
the university used racial prefcreni,:cs in admissions.
courses.- ,While the program appears to. have increased
UC officials believe outreach efforts and a new program applications 13.6 percent among underrepresented minorithat admitted _the top 4 percent of each high school regard- tics at participating public. high schools, UC officials
of students' SAT scores may. have played a role in_ the haven't anal>;cd whether it im~ed ~issi~ns in~cs:
increase. . •
•
.
- •
"I do believe the (program) is a piece of_ 1t: Galligaru
Asians are riot considered undcrrcprescnted because of. said. "I don't think it's any one _thing but a combination."
their high numbers. Although admissions and enrollment
In 1995, UC regents banned the practice of using ratjal
. figures tend to correspond, the makeup of the freshman class preferences in college admissions. Voters outlawed it one
won't be known until_ classes start in the fall.
•
year later when they app:ovcd Proposition 209.
"We're cspccially pleased with the high increase in underSince then, the university has initiated or proposed a
represented. students who were admitted,", said Dennis number of programs aimed at diversifying its eight undcrGalligani, associate vice presidentfor the UC system student graduate campuses.
.
CARRIE STU~ROCK
KNIGHT-RIDDER-TRIBUNE
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U. of Arizona pre·sident
donates $1,000 to riot
information fund
Police have already arrested 17
people involved in the riots,
including seven students. Cost of
the da=ge to' 22 businesses is estiUniversity of Arizona president mated at S20,000, stemming from
Peter Likins is donating Sl,000 to Monday night's rampage, when
a rcW2rd fund to hdp catch the rcvc1crs made their way through
rioters from Monday nights mdcc the off-campus nightlife stretch
.after the Wildcats lost the NCAA breaking store windows and overmen's h2sketball national champi- turning c:us. At least t1ucc vehicles
weresctonfuc. _ __
.
onship to Duke. . . _ .
Police fired stun grenades and
The money is going a P-una
County organization that fields rubber pellets ~to the crowds calls from tipsters and offers estimated at 2,000 - that began to
rewards if the call results in an wreak havoc just off the Tuscon,
arn:st and indictment. .
Ariz., campus.
The seven students who were
The university's news office has
already received one call from a tip- arrested will not be subjected to
ster looking to share videotape of disciplirwy action from the unithe riots with university authori- versity since the fracas took place
ties, said university . spokesman off-campus, beyond the ILuvcrsity's
Vern Lamplot. Since the riots took jurisdiction, according to associate
- place off campus, the call was dean
of students Alexis
Hernandez.
referred to the local police.
MATTHEW McGUIRE
TMSCAMPUS
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Homes

Miscellaneous

HOUSE & 5 acreo for sale, beaulitul
5 bdnn house w/3 baths, Jacuzzi,
wld hook-ups, 3 wooded acres,

0
~~s 1
S600/wk, $250/Wknd. rntolreserva- •
tions for 2001 season, 549-0951.

3300:iq ft or living space In city limils

or Camp!lell Hill, 35 min from C'dale,
city waler, lrash pick up, quiet. mus!
see, call 426-1326.
NEAR C'DALE HIGH sehool, possible rental, 11 balh, Cla, util room,
nice yd, 896-2283, please Iv mess.

! ~~:Jd~i::;;;~NT

Mobile Homes

~'$

MUST SEU. CHEAP, 10 x 50, unfum, 2 bdrm, close lo campus, avail
now, S1950 obo, call 549•7295.
SALE OR TAKE over low payments,
; 1997, 16x80, 3 bdnn, 2 balh, great
• spot, quiet lot. can 457-0585.

NICE. NEWER, 1 bdrm, 509 S Wan,
or 313 E Mill, furn, carpet, ate, no
pels, summer oc lall, 529-3581.

TWO BEDROOM APT, May until
Aug, Close lo campus, tum,
$450/mo, call 457-8680.

ONE BDRM APT, newly remodeled,
near campus, rear nice, starting

1-2 BDRM & STUDIOS AVAIL Nowt
Starting at ~10/mo, rum, waler &

$350/rno, 457-4422.

:::

RENTING FALL• AUGUST 2001
8, 5, 4, 3, 2. 1 bdrms,
can 549-4808 (9am-Spm), no pets,
Rental Ust at 503 S Ash (!ront ~r).

1!191 TRAILER, CLOSE lo campus,
2 bdrm, good cond, call 618-8477102, avail May.

C'DALE, SAT 4/07, 9 AM-?: :,ots,
pans, dishes, !apes, dratting !able,
entertainment cenler, 918 N Bridge.

EXTRA NICE 4 BDRMS, 2 baths, .
w/d, c/a, Aug lease, no pets, can between 9am-5pm, 549-4808.
GEORGETOWN, nice, fum/unfum,
soph • grad, no pets, see display by
apptat 1000 E Grand,529-2187.
402 E SNIDER, elf,c apt, water &

CHURCH WOMEN UNITED Sale:
417, B-2, University Baptis1 Church,
700 s Oakland. Household, plants,
books, Jewelry, baked goods, loys,
Clothes, color TV, Nautilus equip,
486 computer. Auction 10 AM Bag
sale at 1 PM. Lunch available.
•Proceeds benef4 world hunger.

trash paid, ale, $195/mo, avail May

161h, call 529-3513.

---------·
APTS, HOUSES, & TRAILEflS, .

row leaslng,close lo SIU, tum, no

Furniture

ltii#❖iddlll

MOVING SALE. COUCH, kitchen la·
ble, bed, & mueh more. Everything
Musi Gol Call 618·203-2270.

Rooms
PARK PLACE EAST, $200 and up
per mo, furn, util inel, inlemational,
grad, some avan now, laundry on
site, can 549-2831.

S5SO.mo, 985-2451.-.

1 & 2 bdrm apts, $385-$495, no
pets,$300 depos~,457•5631. •
~ & 2 bdrm, avail May & August,
new construction, 7 minutes rrom
SIU, can G49-8000.

2401 S IWNOIS AVE, 2 bdrm, w/d,
Cla, carpet. ceiling fan, wood deck,
~~'.'; ":.1, SSOO/mo, ,;.<B-0744,&
1

.Housing Needs
Frevhman &5Jm!H.
Urmerc{aumen
fimJJ.SlJJJknJj_

1 & 2 bdrm, some wilh w/d, c/a, qui•
· et area, avail May!. Aull, one year
1 BDRM $260-$390/mo, 2 bdrm ·
$390-$490/mo, no pets, year !ease,
dep, 529-2535. •
.
•

COUNTRY SETTING, 5 ml from
SIU, 2 bdrm, 2 balh, avail lmmed, .
$550/mo, Utif incl, 985-3923.

:::i,1;!,~;f'°e

NEWER 2 & 3 bdrm, new carpe~ 2
balhs, ale, w/d, lloored attic, 9 or 12
mo lease, Van Awken 529-5881.

lease, can 549-0081.

BRAND NEW, 1 bdnnal2310SIL,
• w/d, dlw, fenced deck, break!ast
bar, cats considered, $460, 457.
8194, 529-2013, Chris B.

::ti!i~r:;,z. '~'.l~.

2 BLKS TO SIU, elf,c, !um, a/c, wa51
.
H':~~~;:;l798.

RAWLINGS ST APARTMENTS,
516 S Rawlings, 1 bdrm, $300 per
mo, laundry on sile,4?7-6788.

pets, 529-3581 or 5.."!!l-1B20.

C'DALE AREA, BARGAIN, spacious, 1 & 2 bdnn, no pots, can
684-4145 or 684-6862. ·

Roommates

~~~~~~-~~il~e~~. 2_bdnn,

BEAUTIFUL EFFlC APTS, Only 2
left, Classy, quiet & sale, w/d, ale,
new appl, Van Awken, 529•58B1.

BRYANT RENTALS, NEW 2ro1
rental list out at our office, 50!1 W
Oak on porch, 529-1B20, 529-3581.

SALUKI HALL. CLEAN rooms, u~r
inc~ summer & fall leases avail,
$1 BS/mo, aaoss from SIU, call 529•
3815 or 529~833.

1 BDRM, FURN or unfum, ale, r'.ose
to SIU, must be 21, neat & Clean,
NO PETS, call 457-TTB2.

SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR the
summer, 10 min walk lrom campus, •
$260/mo, Contact Ninos 351-8393.

Apartments

NEWBOBCATTRAILER, 18ftX
75 in flal bed u1ility, 4 ft ramp, 2 X 6
treated flOor, dual axial, eledric
brakes, $2000 or obo, 684-6838.
Wanted lo Buyl RelrigeralOrs, SIC"IV8,
washer/dryer, window a/rte, TV,
VCR, computers (worklng or not!)
Able Ap?,liance, 457-nfrT.

88 VAUENT, 2 bdrm, appl, a/c partially furn, wood shed, $3,000 obo,
529-2095.

CLASSIFIED

-Apply· for a

student ~~aft/;;\
pos1t1oil'4..I

llEWUS fA'iOC
APARTMENTS

::i;::~ty

C'DALE. SEEKING M/F room mate

~:u~i::::.ra-;i~u:~

!~~r:$~d= ::=.~r~mo

457-4422.

$205/mo, caU
GREAT LANDLORDI 1 & 2 bdrm,
unfum duplex apts at 006 E Par!<. no
GRAD STUDENT, NON-5MOKER, ; pets, avail ran, 61 IHl93-4737.
responsible, to •hare 2 bdrm homo, ·
renl & utiJ $400/mo, caQ 457·2790.
HUGE 2 t3DRM, Wes! side, caroort,
w/d, nice craftmanship, quiet, clean,
ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP, 1100·, VanAwken,529-5881.
sq ft duplex, quiet, sale, Clean,
$300/mo plus util, can 529-9150.

+I Ulif, car. 549:7442.

Musical
Auto

SOUND CORE $99 Guita111t Sales,
service, aLKf10, visual. Great deals

---------•
=.:!.=e~~~~:41
88 F150 XLT, a/c, power, shell,
180xu, looks & runs great, 4 speed,
$3800 obo, 529-2639.

. B9 SABLE, LOW mileage, Clean,
runs good, $2000 obo, evenings
687-1031_ ordays457-8411.
92 CAMARO, new tires, rebuilt engine, ruM good, $5000 obo, evenings can W-1031 ordays457•
8411.
97 FORD EXPLORER, 4X4, am/1m
cassette, all power, exa-llenl CO!ldi·
!ion, $13,500, call 687-3!:29.
BUY POLICE IMPOUNDS!
Cars/lrucks from S5'XI, for listings
can 1-800-319-3323 ext 4642.
REPO 1996 FORD Mustang GT, 52.
XXX rri, V-8, power &eats, aluminum
wheels, bicls laken until April 18 al
SIU Credit Union, 1217 W. Main,
457-3595.
WANTED TO BUY: vehlcles, motor•
cycles, running or not, paying from
$25 to $500, Escorts wanted, can
724-7980 or 927-0558.

Parts & Service
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic, he makes nouse cans,
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393.

Motorcycles
1987 KAWASAf'J, EX,500, rebuiij
molar, run• good, $1000 obc, can
618-521-3418.
-'-----I

Electronics

CLASSIFIEDS ONLINE!
.
You can place your Classified ad
onllneat
h11p://Classad.saluklcity.de.slu.edu/

FAXm
Fax us your Cl.asslfied Ad
24h0ursadayt
l~.Jude 11111 !:>llowlng Information:
'FoQ name and address
'Dates to pubflsh
"Classlfication wanted
'Weekday (114:30) phone number

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 3 bdrm
apt, $250{mo, util Incl, can 351•
7779.

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS, cable, park•
Ing, aD util inel, one block lo campus,
caU 549-4729 for more Information.

WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE,

LOVELY, 1 BDRM apt, In ~ r level, modem country home, 20 min
from cwnpus, $300/mo, + util, quiet
& beautiful, l:leal for grad student or
facutty, cal Mary, 453-1697.
·

: ,,.rsmoker, rum apt, close lo campus, $175/mo + I L'1il, 822-6999. ·

Sublease
1 BDRM, FULL kitehen, full balh,
tvdwt£'11rs, front porch, Dackyard,
401 W Mom>e, $340, 351-0312.
507 SASH, 1 bdrm apt, avr.il May
1~•A.Jg 15, call 529-4123.

FAX ADS ant subject lo normal
SUBLEASE 1 BDRM, 1 bath apt,
deadlinoo. The Daily Ell)'l)lian rewafk!nii distance to SIU,.slar1 off
serves the right lo edit, property • package $300 obolll ~r 457-6648.
. Classify°' decline arr, ad.
SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR surnG1M53-3248
_"o~Y_EGYPTIAN

:;Jeii:t:~~

1~ . :
obo, 529-3735, leave message.

'

LOW RENT M'BORO, nk:e large
Clean 2 bdtm, carport, new ~al &
c/a, no pets, resldentiar area, Aug 1
$375-$410/mo, 684-3557 P_M onlyt

! LUXURY ONE BDRM apt, furr,
near SIU, ale, w/d In apt, B-B.Q

llfllls, startlng $400/mo, 457-4422.
MOVE IN TODAY, nice newer 1 ·
bdrm, rum, carpet, a/c.313 E. M;~,
529-3581.

Swan,

NEW 2 BDRM apls, 514
• furn, ~ t , ale, no pets, avail Aug
2001, 529-1820 or 529-3581.

Community Assistants

resow

Maintenar.;;ii Assistants

• Sme as a
to stud(ots on - •Use problem solving and t«hnical
~nat. social and academic C1lnctmS. skills to respond. to JtSidcnt c:ooccms
-Coonlinare and mist 11ith the planning regarding facility rclated needs.. ·
orabalznccors.;.ial,cducarional,
. •Assis1scnice1cchnicians11ith
rccreat onal, and t1lmmunity SC!Vice
various trades and preventative
·activities.
mainr::-.:ncc.·
·
•Rcspord 10 crisis siJu:Jtions. . .: . •Assiil 11ith ar,artmcnt inspcaions. ·
•Help fac:1ible C1lmmuniry dispites.

How. do you. fit into the puzzle? .
AIMCO Student Communities is 11 division of AIMCO
(Apartment Investment and· Man:igcment Company),
the largest Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
apartment owner · in the country. AIMCO Student
Communities is dedicated to providi1:g II high q1131ity
of living and learning residential
ironmcnt that
. supports the academic success of student residents. ·
Those apartment communities selcc:t.:<I as pan of this
e.lciting venture. arc largely populc!C\! by sti:dents from
some of America's· finest institutiom. Our• Student
Staff arc primarily responsible fi,r .establishing
rclatio~ships with the residents of th: community in
' order to provide services and to v,rvc as a resource
· regarding the 'community, :AIMCO .Student :
Communities, the University, and 1hc local community.
To learn inorc or to receive an application, contact the
· AIMCO student Community closest ·1c. you for more
infonnation,
·
·
·

e,,,

:.tEWIS PA,R~
,61 8~457-0~!6 ·
800 E. Grand• Carb~ndale IL 62901,·

J

_·.........c _ _ _ _

CLASSIFIED

,· BDRM DUPLEX, $245/mo, fum,
gas, water, trash, lawn, ideal for 1.

2 & 3 bdrm house, 2 bdrm lraTier,
w/d hookup, ale, pets ok, extra security, avail Aug 1, call 983-8155.

4795.

2 & 3 BDRM, SOME WITH wld, c/a,
quiel area, avail May and August,
call 549-0081.

4 BDRM, NEAR campus, tolally
remodeled, super nice, cathedral
ceilings, well insulated, hrdwd/flrs,

2 & 3 BDRM, VERY LARGE, clean,
5495

1+ baths,

.g;~~i[~t;:~~~~~

NOW RENTING
May/Aug2001

1 BDRM, W/D,
1 BDRM-ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

=

dlw, carport, deck,

:~~~nfoi;:;~~~~:~rity

1

!~\~~'.~u~~igtail

549 2 09
2no:D· RM. ·1 +112°· bath, wld, dlw, pn·-

5 BDf!M• 905 E Park (lg WI carport)

~i

Mobile Homes-1000 E Park & ·
905 E Park SI
(for the cost con~us student)

f:~~n:~~l::: .

:~~d
posit and reference, 606 B. S. Logan, 529 _1484_

B05EParkSI
2BDRM; 1 yrold,2l bath,3116W
Office Hours 9-5, Monday-Friday
sunset, w/d, ni09, avail May,
____529_-29
__
54_o_r54_9-089_5_---I. $925/mo, 2 car garage, 549-5716.
2 BDRM, CIA, VAULTED cemng, no
dogs, nice & quiet area, 1 mile S of
town, avail Aug, call 549-0081.

· ~:~i~Ee~u!~~o~l~ 4.
see and compare our size and layou1 before yeu lease! 607 E Park

Street, Apt 115, manager 549-2835. , BRECKENRIDGE AP.T, 2 BDRM,
SPACIOUS STUDIO, FULLY fum

unfum, no pets, display 1/4 mile S of

!~:i:::ci~~.u~~~~:.

Arena on 51, 457-4387 or 457•7870.

~~

~~ ~~'i'J~":'C:~

dlw,
& trash removal, SIU bus slop, man- ~ ~ : :
990
54
ager on premises, phone,
~
- w/d, quiet; grad/professional, $495~~ftZ.1c~•,;u~P~Mne~

~~!~~~":~~~~~1~.

2 BDRM DUPLEX, Unity Point

2BDRM-NEW
3BDRM-S750

: quiet residential area

FRIDAY, APRIL
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SCHILLING PROPERTY MGMT
Since 1971

~~~

close to cam-

$545, 893-2726,jimel@midweslnet
· COUNTRY, NICE 2 bdnn, small

pus, call 457-n82.

r::r~~25/mo, avail June, Nancy

58

NICER 2 BDRM home, ale, w/d,-·

~3'.~:r;.Ii;,~~ciu!~J.

~~°r:,:::'.

ered, S270/mo, (217) 351-7235.

cam-

1
~~~~:,

or older,

STUDIO APTS, FURN; near
pus, ampi& parking, as low as
S210/mo, call 457-4422.
-STU_D_I0/""'1-B-DR_M_;_CL_EAN_;_q_uie-t,-.-i STARTING FALL-A"'iUST 2001

=

Houses_

:~~~~~~· $250-

~:~t ~: :o~~

4 Bed: 501 S Hays, 207 W Oak.

.:..S-UM-M-'-ER-L_EAS_ES_,_V_ER_"_n_ice-.-2-l.
bdrm, w/d, hrdwd/flrs, clean, quiet,
like new, VanAwken, 529-5881.

3 BDRM, W/D, c/a, fireplace, garage, nice & quiet area, 1 miles of
_town, no dogs, avan _Aug, 549-00al.

-

no pets, 549-3973.

!Z~;~,

2
h~~:;.p~w'1;a'k'."a,

2 BDRM HOUSE in C'dale, close to
trash/mowing incl, avail May/Aug,
• S1110/mo, 549.Jl174, or 528-8261.
campus, partially furn, c/a, w/d call
45740 78
_ _ _ _ · _ _ _ _ _ _ _ APTS, HOUSES, & TRAILERS,
2 BDRM HOUSE, cl
· t cl
now leasing, close lo SIU, fum; no
to SIU, hrdwd/flrs; .:rfnng :::'~;,'wi°se
pets, 529-3581 or 529-1820.
outbuilding, non-smoker, pets conBRYANT RENTALS, NEW 2001
sldered, $520/mo, (217) 351•7235.
renlal list ou1 at oui office, 508 w

2 BDRM HOUSE, NEAR campus,
furn, ale, w/d, nice yard, slarting
S475/mo, 457-4422.
2 NEWLY nEMODELEO HOUSES
on Mill St, across mini SIU, Incl lg
living rooms, wld, c/a, garbage dis•
posal; and plenty of parking, please
call 549-9884 or 529-5294, afso 2-3
bdrm apartments on Pecan st
~~~~Rs!:t~:::;it~rn;'~rivi-

::~: ;;::_Course, S200 per
---------

~:?:~=:=::~:,Sc1~:\~

FALL. 4 BLKS to campus, 2 bdnn,
well-kept, air, w/d, no pets, lease,
529-7516 or 684-5917.
HOUSES FOR RENT
3 BDRM, c/a, w/d, d/w, very nice,
across from campus, 912 W. Mill,
S900/mo.
·
2 BDRM, air, w/d, 805 W. Wabut,
$530/mo.

6,

2001 • PACE

1 •;

TOP M'BORO LOCATION, J~ry 3
bdrm, 1 i bath, w/d, c/a, palia, ga- .
rage, no pets, call 684-4145 or 684-

6862.
TOWNESIDE WEST housing,
3 & 4 bdnn, partially fum, avan MayAug, 12/mo lease, maint program,
lawn care, wld avail, S23ilS250/bdnn, near West side area,
Paul Bryant Rentals, 457-5664.

2-3 BDRM, c/a, w/d, across from
campus, 1004 W. Mill, SSOO/mo.
Available Augus~ 15th, call D.G.
Renlals, 457-3308, 8 am 1-. 11 am
only.

Oak on porch, 529-1820, 529-3581.
NEW CONSTRUCTION, 2 bdnn
C'DALE AREA, BARGAIN, spaelous, 2 & 3 bdrm, w/d, carport, free house, 7 min from SIU, 2112 bath,
mowing & trash, no pets, call 6B4•
. fireplace, & garage, call 549-8000.
4145 or 684-6862.
C'DALE AVAILABLE FOR May, 2 &
3 bdnn houses, 549 5-5550/mo, w/d,
air, quiet residential neighborhood,
call now 549-2833 or 457-4210.

. NICE 2 BDRM den, $590/mo, deposit, year lease, w/d hookup, no
pets, ale, quie1 area, 529-2535.

. C'DALE N 1 ml, 3 bdrm, c/a,
549 7867
: ~ ~ = o e , avail Aug,
•
C'DALE NW, 1BDAM; ale, quiet lo~~n, ~.,ail Aug; 549-7867 or ~67-

· SIU, no pets, $490/mo, ~9-3973.
'3 BDRM FOR fan , 711 W College,
~~~.j_~::.g:v~=;i~~:r- .

berm

:3
houses, near town and campus, 3/e, w/:l, clean, fawn seri;ce
bdnn, avail May, 549•2258.

· .s:!30

3 B.DRM; HARDWOOD FLOORS,
ale, large yard, w!d, avail August!
ean 549-2090.

FALL, 4 BLKS to campus, 3 bdnn,

~;m~

~~~s::;i.f.ts, lease,

!'OR RENT, AVAIL August, iii
C'daln and M'toro. 2 bdim house, 3

bdrm tlOuse. ~ bdrm apts, lease and
de;-,o~il ,eq~ired, no pets, call 684·

=g·

Walnut

3 .,'306 W College,106 S Forest,

3101, 313, 610WCherry,4-05SAsh

' SUMMER ONLY; FURN; 1bdrm, In·

horilei•-near campus, $300/rrr~, 'elecJ
, water, cable, ale incl, 529-1164.
TOP C'DAI.E LOCATIONS, bargain, spacious, 1 A 2bd01l, no
pets, 11s1 in front yard at 4-08 S Poplar, caU 684-4145 or 684-6862:
TOWNESIDE WEST Apts, new 2
bdnn, fum, c/a, all elec, wld, select
units, parking, May-Aug, 12/mo
lease, $287-$315/Ddnn; lawn care,
main! program, near Wesi side 500502-04 S Poplar, 707-09 W College
Paul Bryant Rentals, 457-5664,

near

• TWO BEDRODM'APTS; fum,
c:3mpus; amplo parking, s_lirting at
_$475/mo,_call~;:442:2_:

2 Bed: 305 W CoHege
406l, 324,, W Walnut
1 Bed: 3101 W Cherry, 207 W Oak,
·

549-41108 {9am-5pm) (No pets)

.EXTRA NICE 4 BDRMS, 2 baths,

w/d, c/a, Aug lease, no pets, call between 9am-5pm, 549-4808.

...........WOW! RENTTO OWN .........
, ....2 & 3 bdnn; hucy few available.....
................ Call 549-3850...................

Visit·
The !lmvg House
The Daily Egyptia.~·s onrine· housing
guide al
http://www.ciailyegyptian.ccm/dawghouse.htinl
WALKER RENT/.LS 457•5790, !!OW
rentingJu;,e1 r,ncifor.Fall, 1 bdrm
. apartments in C'dale close to SIU,
houses in Jackson and Williamson
· _county, yd maintenance.

B02WWalnut; 1061 S Forest

Renlal Ll<rt at 503 S Ash (front door)

.'

Don~Cet

. Qiu¥htin ,
0 tlta Spnng,Rams
Without Ho1tsingl

WEDGEWOOD HILLS, NEW, l!
bdnn, 2.5 baths, dlw, w/d, decks, ·
S700/mo, avail May, 549-5596•.

Townhouses
TOWNHOUSES
. 306 W College, 3 bdnns, !uinlunfum, cJa, Aug ieases, call- :
. 549-480~0 (j0 am•5 pm)
. BRAND NEW 2 bdrm w/2 car garage
Oakland Ave be1ween Mm &
Freeman, 2 master suites w/whiipool tubs, w/d, dlw, avaif A!lg, $900,
family zoned, cats considered, 457.•
8194,529•2013, Chris B
www.dailyegyptian.com/Alpha.html

on

1

GORDON LN, LG 2 bdnf~ 2 master
sulles each w/whirlpool tub, half
bath downstairs, patio, fireplace, 2 ·
· car garage, w/d, dlw, $880, across
. the street similar floor pran w/oul
fireplace & 2 suites, $820, 457•
· 8194, 529•2013, Chris B.
v,·NN.dailyegypttan.com/Alpha.html
JAflOS _LANE 2, BDRM, Garden
. window, breakfast bar, private
fenced patio, 2 baths, all appl incl; .
lull size w/d, d/w, ceiling fans, mini
blinds, cats considered, 2 minutes
to the teach, 1 Ominutes to the arena $580, 457-8194; 529-2013, Chris

B;
www.dailyeg/ptian.com/ALPHAhtml
NEf,R n-lE REC, 2 lidnn, full bath.
· upstairs, 112 bath downslalrs, cats
• cons'dered; a:•ail August, 5450/mo;
4.,7-8194 and ij29·2013, CMs B.
www.dail)'agy\ian.com/AlPHA.html
• NICE'2 BDRM $425 to S485/mo,
· dep; yr lease, a,'c, near Rt. 1J
. shops; no pets, 529-2535.

Duplexes
EXTRA NICE .4 BDRM$, 2 baths,

w/d, c/a, A\.-g !e!se, JYJ-~ts. call be·
tween 9am•5pm'. 5.:9-4808 •.

==--=======-=-=====r-=====,,,..,,""-'====,,...,,==~~----- ---
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TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS, bargain, spacious, 2,3,& 4 bdrms, wld,
some with ela, lroo mowing, 11st in .
front yard at 408 S Poplar, no pets,
cau 684-U45 or 684-6862.

---------1
Mobile Homes

•-.,,-,u-s-T-SEE_l'_O_B_ELI_EV_El_2_bd_rm_
.• I

DISABILITY COORDINATOR
. Seasonal position• June lo Nov
@yr,ll'USI be bilingual in Span/Eng
On job training SB per hr+ benefrts
Send letter of app to:
MigrantHeadStart
P.o. Box ooo

~::~~~=or 893-4022 lor

::::::~~t:~•~~::h~i~1:!::::::

~.~tnlo
Fratemltles-Sorolt:os
....•....•....avail, 549•3850 ...................
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this semester
1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES,
w/lhe easy Campuslundraiser.com
close lo campus, $225-$400/mo,
three hour lundraising event. No
water & trash Included, no pets, call
549-4471.
sales required, Fundraising dates
- - - - - - - - - • are tining quickly, so call today! con•
14X60, 2 BDRM, avail now, very
tac! Camr •slundraiser.comat
nice, clean. furn, close to rec center,
(888)9.13-3238. or visit
no pets, references, 457-7639.
(www.campustundraiser.com) ·
2 MILES EAST of C'dale, 2 bdrm.
waler, trash, & lawn care incl, cable
~~s~!k;::'gr;;.:l~f;,~'.e~~~93043.
CARBONDALE, QUIET LOCATION,
2 bdrm, ale, S175•$475/mo. caa
529-2432 or 684-2663.

HIRING IMMEO, DELIVERY CINP.'5,
cool<S, cashiers. waitresses, top pay
for exp. new. location. cal! 549-4900.
IMMEDIAl'E OPENING FOR part
lime teachers and subs, mus! DCFS
teacher qualified, 457--0142.

MAKE YOUR SUMMER COUNT•
WORK AT CAMPI 2 Beautiful Girl
C'DALE, 1 OR 2 bdrm, S225·
Scout camps near Nashville, ru
$375/mo, no pets, waler, trash &
now hiring COUNSELORS, LIFEGUARDS, EOUESIBIAN, &
gas incl, call 1-800·293-4407.
- - - - - - - - - 1 HEALl'H CE:Nl'ERSTAFF. Make a
EXTRA NICE 1 & 2 bdrm, furn, no
difference in a gi~·s rnel Musi love
pets, clcse lo campus, 549-0491
working in the out-of-doors with chiland 457--0609.
dren. GOOD SALARY, FREE
-"1.-fK-E-NEW'--INl'E_R_I_OR_S_wilh_._D_e-_, RM/BRO & TRAINING. Internships
welcome! Contact: Kelly See 800·
signer Flair, Great Value, Close lo
School & bus. 3 Great Locations
395·5318 ext. 317 or ksee@gi~from S130 per person Monthly. Call
scoutsofcv.org forinformation.
M•BORO, PART TIME, maintenance
Woodlruff@ 457-3321.
-LI-KE_N_EW_,2-bd-rm-,1-i-b-ath-,-ct-a,-I : ; ~:~sB~~d;f;,tal propertie~, re-

---------!

';~.c:g;~~i~ ~~~~:

no

LIVE IN AFFOR!)ABLE sly1e, !um 1,
2, &3 bdrm homes, water, sewer,
. trash pick-up and lawn care w/rent,
laundromat on premises, fu!~time
maintenance, no pets, no appl nee•
essary, now renting tor !~II. Gfisson
Mobile Home Park, 616 E Park, 457•
6405, Roxanne Mobile Home Park,
2301 S Illinois Ave, 549-4713.
---------1
NICE 1 & 2 BDRM, newly remod•
eled, starting al $240/mo, 24 hour
maint. on SIU bus route, 549-8000.
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER, 2
BDRM from S250-$450, pet ok,
Chuck's Rentals, call 529-4444.

Pre-School Teacher
Seasonal Pastian- mid May to
Nov@yr, Up to S15 per hr. withed &
exp. benefits included. Musi be
biringual In Span/Eng.
Send letter of app fo:
Migrant Head Start
P.O. Box 600
Cobden, 1162920
Or call 529-4434 or B93·2022 for
moreinfo.
EOE.
RESIDENCE ASSISTANTS POSI•
TtOr-iS avail, starting May, Ambassador Hall, 600 W Freeman, call
457-2212.

Social Service/Health Service Assistant
Seasonal position • June to Nov @yr
Musi be biE.ngual Span/Eng
· On job training SB per hr+ benelits
http:llwww.dailyegyptian.com/dawg- Send letter of app to:
VISIT

WEDGEWOOD HILLS, 2 & 3 bdrm,
S360-$4401mo, gas heat, no pets,
549•5596. Open 1•5 pm weekdays.
WEST SIDE, NEWER 2 bdrm, 2
bath; da, wld hook,up, pets ok, 684-·
2365.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER?
Put ii to work! S25-$75 a hour,
1-800·260-8852.

Migranl Head Start

P.O. Box GOO
Cobden, II 62920
Or call 529-4434 or B93-4022 for
more info.
E.0.E.
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
Eam S3000-S7000 and gain valuable business e~rience selling Yellow Page advertisements in the Olli·
clal SIU Directory. Enhance your
business sales, marl<eUng and communicaUon slolls. GREAT RESUME
BOOSl'ER. Call AroundCampus Inc
al 1-800-466•2221 ext 28S. Visit us
al www.aroundcalTlllUs.com ·

AGIHORTICULTURE STUDENT
FOR tractor mowing experience
needed lor lawn & garden c:ire PT,. •
farm background helpful, 549·3973.
ARCHITECTnNTERN ARCHll'ECT
FOR work on commerclal/industrlat
projects. Reqcirerrents include: Pro•
fessionat Degree, AuloCad experi- .
ence. design ability, strong interpersonal skills and self motivation. LI·
cense and experience a plus but not
required. Good fringe benefits and
opportunity for advancement Salary
commensurate with qualiti::s1Uon.
Con!acl Pam Davidson, 217•2354181, 7am-3pm, M·F.
ATl'ENTION:
WE NEED HELPI
$500·$1,500 PT
. $2.000-$6,000 FT
FREE TRAINING
(B77)392-4838
AVON REPS NEEDED, no quotas,
no door•to-door, 1-800-898-2866.
BAR MAIDS, PT, will train, exc pay,
Johnston City, 20 minutes from
C'dale, cafl 982-9402.
BLIND PEOPLE NEED help with
hour~ keeping, for summer, pay is
neg, flexible schedule, 924-1915. .
COLLEGE P.RO PAINTE.'lS
is now hiring Painters
& Job Site Managers
for the summer.
No experience necessary
Eam SS.S10/Hour
Call 1•888·277•9787
www.collegepro.com
SMOKERS EARN QUICK
SPRING BREAK CASH
EARN $200-$300
Participating in smoking research.
Women & Men smokers, 18·50
yearn old, who qualify and complete
the study, are needed to participate
in smoking research. OuaLifications
determined by saeening process.
ean 453·3561.

'

· If1iilil1~e;diiai1;eJ ]JJQJb
@peJDi!iiD!~
· Here's your chance to become pare or·che

a~!~e"i~"~!:1.f
::;; f~rc:e.:~!:l'ie~~R!!'·
asslttanc postdon today!
·
Requirements:

••.......l'M READY TO RETIR!:.•.•......•
.••A,e you ready to be a landlord?•..••
•.• if you are, please call 549°3850.-•.

ATTENTION:
WE NEED HELPI
S5CY.>·S1,500 PT
S2,000-S6,000 FT
FREETRAINING ·
(877)956-WORK

MAIDS TO ORDER; Haine cleaning
service, Now accepting new clients
in the Carbondale ama, call now,
549-8811.

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic. He makes house calls,
457-7984 or mobile 525-6393;

-····
FOUND ADS
3 lines, 3 days FREEi
536-3311•

//t

.

~

•.

...

f';

:· ·. '.

LADIES ONLY! PLACE FREE ADS
at the besl intrcduction service on
the Internet Over 2000 new mem•
hers daily. Privacy and anonymity!
rhlnolechnologies.com/ladies.html
READ THE DAILY EGYPTIAN
ONLINE
.
http/lwww.dailyegyptian.com
WEB DATELINE
www.theholpages.net/2260102.htm

Skills:

• Hun have a_t least

• Teleinarketlng

6 credit hours.
• Hust be registered

• Customer Service
• Computer Software

Spring & Summer
Semester 2001

Murphysboro 62966.

THE DAWG HOUSE
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'$ ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE AT
house.hlml

THE OLNEY DAILY Mail, a six day a
week newspaper with a circulation
of about 5,000, seeks a
reporter/photographer lo join its six•
person newsroom. The position L'·
tern a chance lo explore every
news and feature photography,
page layout and graphic design.
We're localed two hours !ram Shaw•
nee National Forest- Olney has,.,.
markably rich r. .rural offerings tor a
small town. Resumes and clips can
be sent to P() Box 3-1:0, Olney, IL •
62450.

• Cash Register
• Spre.adsheet
experience helpful

COMICS
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On On Catboy

by Bob Hewitt

Mixed Media

. ~.'fuM.lK!:-1Y~j
\J\Rl}';•

i

.

'

Southern Illinois'

Premier
Entertainment
Venue
-~··

\'
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Indu18e your.self in peaCGful eleganc

The Mustard Seed
100 N.Bleyer-Carbondale
(across from Hardees,
behind Key West Lounge)
Call (618) 529-7667 .
Reservations Appreciated
Not Necessary

SPORTS
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Where the walleyes (wild things} ate

· ·

Sp«iaftics

eVegetarian
• Kalio
• Steak au Poivre • Prime Rib
o Pitas
o Seafood
entrees $6.95 thru $13.95

Breakfast Meeting Rooms Avaialble-Seating up to 60·

• The 'eyes are out !here.
~esota, W1SCOnsin and Michigan, hardly anyone fishes
Butl bet you can'r catch them •.. Yet.
•
for them on Kinkaid. · .
'
l didn't believe Shawn Hirst, Illinois Department of
· "It~ going to take incident.u catches to get people interestNatural Resources fisheries biofogist, when he told me about ed in them," Hirst said.
,
Which is what prompts me to bring you this information.
the tl}rce to six pound walleyes he'd netted onMwphysboro;s
Kinkaid Lake in recent yearn.
While there are co~cting views on how big Kiiuaid's wallNeedless to say, the 7.4 pounder he captured before my · eye population is, they're here.And what hvitnessed the other
.eyes ended any doubts I had. And of the cight fis!i he netted day was o:rtain!y a good sign.
··
µithosetworainyhours,noneweresmallertbari4pounds,..:...
The next step,.of course, is catching them. My initial
· big enough to interest any."'-alleye-sawy anglei . ·
thought was that catching them here would qe different than
In case you're not familinr ,vith the ,wlleye, it is a laiger catching t!ien:i in northern waters.
·
cousin to the perch and is just as tasty. They are ap_dy named'
Janet GraeffoITop ofthe Hill Bait Shop inMwphysboro
for their big eyes that ~ppear to have a wall of reflective glass , agreed. On top of that, she was clueless when it came to the
inside them.Walleye are not native to Southern Illinois, which subject of catching:willeye in Kinkaid. ·
fueledmuchofmyoriginalskepti. "They're-elu,sive," Gradfsaid. "People who've gcm.e eftcr
cism of their existence here.
them down lir,re say to thnny away everything you use for
In £u:t, bir,i!ogi.sts like Hirst them up North."
··
•
,
··
dent believe they can even spawn . 0f her fe..v rustomers who have fished for. wall.;ye on
on Kinkaid. What the Ia.lee lacks Kinkaid; none liave had anysuccess, she saiil:
are gravel nesting groun(ls, which .
Cain even told: me t!iat wbc;n hes ,~ing northern
w~n=1 to successfully spawn. WJSCOnsin for muskie, he so1n¢ffit,5 hooks waJ!eyes op. laige
"They go through the baits ~ed for catching_i:nuskie: ~ut not ~n Kinlciid; he
motions," Hirst said, "butl don't nored.
.
.
'
the north act ¥ferthinkanytbingcoinesofit.n·
, : .It ~'.SCJ}Se,J·~ean,people
.
Themockspawnallowshimto ently;tlian those from the south. Wou)dwalleyesbe anydif-.
Javier Serna
sample th~ larger adults every ferent? Iknow, apples and oranges.
.
. _.
DAILY EGYPTIAN spnngbecausethcyarepredictably . Fmally, l happened· U:pon Carterville fishing guide Al'
·drawu to the cmrent of the spill~ Nutty. Nutty fishes muskie, aapple, bass and'w:illeye on_
way. Hirst and others studying the Kinkaid.
.
.·
1
fish here dent know hcny many qfthe hl!fldreds of thousands
And Nutty.was11't buying this whole No_rtb/South theory.
stocl«;i since 1984 are b-till swiintning arol!Il~ in the .lake. Walleye are_ w:illeye, ~ said!
. :
·· ·
"The stuff that wotks .up north, ,wit! worlc down here,"
Attempts at sampling the smaller fish have been laigcly
\lllSltccessful. The only method ~t's worla:d so fu is gillnet~ · Nutty assured me.
· ·• ·
· . · .
··
ting.which tends-toproduceonlyl:ugeraduli:fuh.Agillnetis
".M~ ~ ~ f u r them down here dent fish slow
weighted on the bottom and floats on the top to create an~ enough or deep enough,"Nutty said;
.
.
wall that .fish get stuck in.
.Probably the tnost mnsistent tnethod for catdiing w:illeye
In
years, Hirst has stocked around 53,000 2-inc:h . is· tipping a Jig with a,
leach _or nigtitcrawler.
fingerlings per yeai; but only a small number o f ~ will Crankb:_ajts and' bottom-bouncing rigs ·cac also produce
make it to adulthood. And ofthe survivors, many escape4 the results. Look for_ al.O'ent and work your lures slmvly on_ the
confines ofKinlctld by hopping the spillwaywilll. But since- . bottom. FJSh the edges of.weed beds.Ifyou have a=ss.to a
1998, ~ in Kinkaid have had to stay put. . .
· boat, l,acknulli
~ts when the DNR built a wi~ barrier to pn=.nt iish : lli.tt in the .liot Southern Illinois summers,~ go to
1 from getting over into the creek belmv. The barri,:r is like a
thedeepestareasthcycanfindtbathasenoughaxygen,whlch
: · steel fence prottuding from thetop of the spillway. ·· ·
can mean they're suspended·~.;. 'deep watei: Unless you have
Carliondale fuhing guicle Chad Cam doesnt even think electronics, .finding them can bi: hard in this situation. .
.
t. ,there are that many here. Yet. .
- . . ,
·,
. ,•In the meantim~.~e 'cy::s should be biting soon; if not
"They've been going over tlie _spillway for hc,w. many alre:tdy, Nutty said. · • : . · ," ,·
. . . . . · ._
_. ..•
ye=?" he asked rlletoric:illy. ·
·
"
So the word is out. Kmkrud wallcrye haye"yet to be caught
While walleye maybe extremely popular i,ri th~~ of innwnbers. Guesswbere11l bc;tliisw~ncl. ..

ii-om

Four evenings ofpraise, worship and inspkational messages ..
.

Speaker: Richard Crabtree

·

AprH: 8-H, 2001 • 7:00-8:30 Pl\i1i .
Sunday, April 8:
Monday, April 9:
Tuesday, April 1O:
Wednesday, April 1,1:

Is God Real? ·
Healing Broken Families ..
Church,. Who Needs It?
What Are You.Afraid Of?

recent

rrunnuw,
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.Sarah continu~ ~· evolve and grm""v, as th~ No. 6 sin~··
. gles player for the Salukis. Sarah ~ t s her strong family
'· connection in tennis to her uncles and mother.
"I'm reallyP.niudof]ier 4ti_d myuncles,I'm possibly the
. only one.on campus that_·caJ1.w:tlkttJFOugh.thc.Student.
, Center and sec.a picture of her mother. I ri:ally like that,"
Sarah said. . .
..
"Au!d li:is had· a haiid• in• the ~evel<ipment of both
' mothu and daughter, apd her instruction is appreciated.,
"My mom and l appreciate ~ach Auld for ~er wis- .
dom, and looking back it~_ neat for me to listen to my.
mom haye good comments.about.her, and·s~ the same·
in her from day-to-day," Sarah's:ud.· ·· ··. · · •
'Su_e also speaks highly ofAuldl •· · . . . · ." . ·
· · judy is a ~ t person.,She has a,lways enjoyed the 1_>est.
out ofher teams: I'in excited Sarah h'1S the opportunity to'
playimdcra coacli like,that," Sue said.
. _ ··
. Sue was ~ed when_ her daughter c:hoose SIU on her
. ownfu:ewill: . ,
:
. ,
'
.
"I really. didn't want to encourage or discourage; She:
fell in love with the schooL Her first words when~ got
in the car were 'Mom I got to go here," Sue said. ·. . . ,
· Sarah said she enjoyr.d SIUC so_ much and woul~ lil_ce
to make it feel like her home;
··
·
· .The multi-talented freshman who sings in a· choir
· plays. the piano and is deciding betwecn.J!re-med ·or ph)'S-:.
ical therapy will" continue to develop und~cl;,-u~
her mother did.·
·
·
.
· :_
• ·,
. . . "I think her best game is st!ll ahead ofher: I lmmv sh~
. will' alway. be a contri!niting factor for us in doubles,".
Auld said. ·
·
. ·.
And· Auld• doesn'~. 1nind confusing. her two .rela~,
-~. .
'·
. ·. ·.
,_';,Sarah Krismanits, a freshman from Moline, warms up ·players.
"Sometimes I call Sarah Sue. But you knc.:v tlie way I .,
: for. practice, Wednesday. afternoon at the Unive.rsity
look
at
ids
iflcall
her
Su~
it
is-kind
of
a.comp~ent.
I'
tennis courts. Krismanits occupies the _Saluki's Nb. 6.
think a lot of her mother," Auld said, . '
' spot on th_e team.
·
And so the evolution 01ntinues.
·
·· · ·

things

' • Wednesday's story, "New softball facility should appease • In 1hursday's- story, "Battered tracksters head for Austi~,Civil Rights Office,• should have read that the softball com• Cape Girardeau,• failed to fist Caryn Poliquin among the ath•
.
· plex will have been· completed and played on before the . letes that we're taken to Austin, Texas.
· final follow,up of May 1;"2003.
·
,
1he DAllY ~ regrets the errors.

SPORTS
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alhm trying not to break
Creighton pitching staff looking Wiffilf~f1Wmu:@ff:t'i4\M!tl$r¾ffl\f/S
to clean up act in weekend set ~!:~E::;:-.;~;\: ~i:':~:~~~=.~~~R~;:.R::o~:~~~T~.:.
with t h· e Sa1ukis in Omaha, Neb. suNDAY's FINALE STARTS AT 1 P.....
SATURDAY'S DOUBLEHEADER BEGINS AT NOON AND

f.

JAVIER SERNA
• DAILY EG\'l'TIAN

Things haven't turned out the way Creighton baseball
head coach Jack Dalun envisioned this season.
Last· year, his squad took the Missouri · Valley
Conference by storm, winning 21 cf24 games en route to
finishing third place in the conference with a 38-23 record
overall.
But as Dalun's B!uejays (10a16, 3-9) prepare for the
Salukis (12-17, 6-6) in a four-game series; which starts at·
2 p.m. today, he worries about.his pitching staff:
·
· "Our pitching is really struggling," Dalun said. "I guess
in the last 13 of14 games, they have given up at least nine
runs."
.
.
The Bluejay's pitching staffhas an 8.70 ERA. L.istyear,
they pitched 4.97 as a team, so Dalun's concerns are without warrant.
"We~ve31 winsretumingfromourpitchingstafflast
-year," _Dalun addedl "They're just not throwing the ball'
vezy well right now."
.
Namely, D~ '"'.35 looking to senior pitcher Dan
Gooris, _a Skokie native, _to give rum 5?me quality innings

this year, Gooris (0-1) pitched to a 7-win 4.24 ERA performance hst year. But he's struggled thus far to a 10.20
ERA in 18 innings.
"He's nowhere near performing how he did a year ago,"
Dalun said. "\Ve just hope he can get that turned around.
Mechanically, Danny is doing some things wrong, and he
doon't feel too good about it. He'~ battling those· two
things right now.n
•
Gooris is projected to start against Josh Latimer (2-3,
3.69 ERA) today. The remainder of the projected starting
pitchern were not !mown for the Salukis, but Bluejays Coiy
Slining (1-3, 632 ERA), Tom Oldham (1-1, 7.84 ERA)
and Prentice Lofstedt (0,-2, 12.00 ERA) are sh\ted for .
starts in the remaining three games.
With Gopris' struggles, Dalun is in a bind.
. "We really don't h)tve a stafface," Dalun said. "Nobody
is really performing well I think our_ entire pitching staff
has lost their confidence."
With the weekend series kicking off a seven-game
homestretch for the Bluejays, Dalun is looking to the series
as a time to rebound. .
·
· "We're loo~g foiwrutl to this weekend," Dalun said.
"We're looking foiwrutl to being home. Hopefully, we
come out and phv a little bit better"
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Carbondale, and he's loved every minute ofit.

"There's one toumament lcan't go on because of class,

1:r ~~~~~1==~•!a~/;i:J :~:n~~
~Jt~: ~~:~1e~:i:;~~di:t
right now, hope it carries over into the conference

fo;~!
that l had an opportunity to play a sport down here and
beinsomeoftheplacesthatlprobablywouldrithavehad_

tbe=~~

I
playwell there."

and 1
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fi"u:J~~~6t~~~-~1iisfreshman year,
has been a Sruuki for so long, it is now that he is making
"Our spring break trip to New Orleans was a blast,~
,~:.WWW..
:•.'°"'.·!·~.·. . .
his biggest contribution to the tca.'ll, and will look to con- Hudek said, "It was the first time that we've gone on a IL~--~-;~
__
•- ·:~"-·~-':,- ~ ~_;Ji·
__
·-_.--.' :_&r._:· __ 1 _
tinue to do so this weekend at the Ball State Invitational spring break trip since_ I've been here and it was probably
~ _ - ,7~
~1
in Muncie, 1nd.
·
·
the most eajoyable experience that I've had down here.•
During his time here, one thing he has always done is
"He didn't play much earlier on, He would maybe go
on one tournament here and there, but that was about it," been a leader 'and hdp his teammates out.
said SIU head coach Leroy Newton. "Now h_es like our.
"He's been a~asse~to the team,hdpingoutall the·
No. 3 or [No.] 4 guy. He's hittin3 some 74s, 75s and 76s, youngcrplayersandlettingthemknow\vhattoexpcctand
which he didn't do in the past."
.what goes on just because he's been here so long," said
Newton said ':'hat has pleased rum the most about sophc,more Kurt Pfaff. "He can give us advice on wli:tt's
Hudek is that he never gave up during all, th.e time when going on, what to expect at a tournament and he's just a
6pm,·;·, :. Worn.
e.n's nter. Center•
M,.eetlng_- Public
he wasn't playing. ·
.
, ·
good guy to have on the team."
·
·
Invited'"I w~n·t playing bad; but I was always missing qualify, While he may be a respected leader on the team,
ing by one or two shots," Hudek said. "Over the past four Hudek can't escape the old-man labd' that comes with
·
·'
or five years I've been ~own here, I ruways played worse in being the dder S:µuki.
6:30,8:30om ." Y'idf:O ~Touf}i ~uist·
r
, ,
the full I've never played really great in the full, so in the
"We kind of hassle him Anout th~t, hciw he's been h~
springtime, I usually come around; It was frus~ting.to sit for so Icing. He's been here for like what, five or six years,"
tural encourag.
·..ement
at home, but I'm happy everything's working now."
joked Pfaff: "We al,vays give rum crap about ~t, so it's
violent
Newton said· Hudek has. been playing better recently always_ fun, he's always ~ stuffb~ck to us too."

-April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month
-.

1·· -

_Monday, April 9 .
. .
ual.
Newman
715 S. Washingtol\
Ce·.·
..

;~

Ann.

Tuesday; AprU 10 ·

· •· - ·;•.· ••asLooks.
.at cu.Jiu
being

·Men's tennis hit road after 10 day break
JENS DEJU
DAILY EGYPTIAN

rij~@INM❖IMM·ii•a@&ii\W®ffl
• THE MEN'S TENNIS TEAM WILL BE IN ACTION THIS WEEK•

END WHEN THEY TRAVEL TO PLAY WICHITA STATE
UNIVERSITY SATURDAY ANO SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
UNIVER.SlTY. SUNDAY.

It has been 10 days since the SIU men's tennis team
took the court against someone other than themselves.
That stretch will finally come to ail end this weekend as
the Salukis travel to face Missouri Valley Conference rivals be able to exploit t!ieir weaknesses.
·
Wichita State Univexsity Saturday in Wichita, Kan., at 1
"We've got a good chan<;e if !=I)'One plays really well'
p.m. and' Southwest Missouri State University Sunday in and take advm.tage of any oppo~ties they have,7 Jeffrey
Springfidd, Mo., at 10 a.m'.
said. "We cannot let any matches slip a,;vay, it's going to be
. The play= are concerned about how. the layoff will that close. If we can. win any matches, v,e've got to win
affect their play, but they are confident they will be able to th':!Se and we can't let any opportunities slip away."
work through it.
·
• An interesting_sidenote to the match will bi: a rematch
"That's a factor," said senior Val Epure. "It's probably· between SIU's Peter. Bong and Wichita State's Gustav
going to affect us a li~e bit, but Wichita State is really Peterson.
going to be the toughest since it's going to be the first one.
The two met in January at· the MVC Individual
Once we get back in it, into the rhythm, it's going to be a Championships in the consolation bracket during Bong's
lot easier."
·
·
first collegiate tournament.
VVhile Peterson came in with all the credentials, ha\jilg
The Salukis (2-7, 0-1 MVC) will be looking for their
first conference~ of the s=n•against two.teams that defeated the 4th and 82nd ranked NCAA players, aswcl.l.
are no pushovern.
as the 36th and 191st ATP Tour players, Bong came a,vay '_ ,
,
"Wichita State's a really strong team," said· SIU head • with the win.· ·
coach Missy Jeffrey. "They've wori the Missouri Valley ·
"It was a great win for Peter when he played him . Conference more than any other. team, 10 times more, before," Jeffiey said. "We had· scouted him and· he didn't
they've won it 20 times."
. ·
know anything about Peter. Peter played rum perfectly and
· Even though the Shockers have that successful a his~ the guy's obviously going to remember rum, because I'm
tory,Jeffrey is not worried because she feds her plftyers will sure he hasn't lost too many matches since."

or mascuhrutyl
. Viewer ruscretlon advis~
.··
Tuesday's, AprillO, 17, and 24
'.. Carbon~e Police Dept: Women's Self-defense I·.'
;, _, Class Senes
ii Call Officer Don Eliott at 457-3200 for more
,,,: infonmtion.
.
~. Wednesday, April 11 .
7pm ' , Gestic Theatre Co~~any
._"What's Goin' Ontby Joel Gori
·
,.. ~lores.Sexual Communication and Date Rape
if' Shiyock:Auditorium, SIUC
·,· .
Thursday, April 12
7-8:30 pm . , · Women's Empowerment through Meditatlon
,!1. and ~uidedTmagery Workshop .·
. Pulliam 37, SIUC, Carol Sommer
~
Toesda_y, ~ril 17 ·
6:30-8:30 P.m · Poetry Readin_g for Survivors
1. . ,· •
•••, Longbranch Coffeehouse e 100 E. Jackson
A
"
Ra_pe Crisis Services
·.4
~
of die Women's Center
· ~~
24 Hour Crisis Hotline

: l£ ~

529~2324 or. J-800-334-2~4

FRIDAY

SCOREBOARD
MLB
Montreal I; Chicago Cubs 2
St Louis 2, Colorado 11
Pittsburgh 1, Cindnnati 4
Kansas City o, NYYankees 1
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.SIU women's b~ketball can move forward with pennaner1:t head coach
JAVIER SERNA
DAILY EGvrnAN

· After weeks of uncert:iinty, Sill
Athletic Director. Paul Kowalczyk
removc,d' the. interim· tag froin, SIU
women's basketball head coach Lori
Opp.
·
Opp was able to breathe a sigh of
relief Wednesday night when
Kowalczyk informed her of the decision via a phone call.
"Of course, it was a huge relief,"
Opp said. "We've been in limbo for
quite some time, so it's nice to go forward with some things. It's good to
. finally know and go on like I'in actually the head coach at Southern
Illinois."
·
After former· head coach Julie
Beck's resignation last August, Opp
was given the position as an interim.
Opp was among three possible candidates for the job including Keila
Whittington, an assistant coach at the
UJ!iversity, of South· Alabama, and
Shclly Etheridge, head coach at the
University of Missouri-St Louis.
WhileOJ>p's~000°01 Salukiswent

7-20, South Alabama had a 12-13
campaign' and Division-II Missouri~
St Louis went 14--13. Opp was, the
only candidate with head coaching
experience at 1che Division-I level..
"I knew everybody else had· as
much as a chance as I did: We did the
best we could a staff this year," Opp
•.~d, "We made some strides and:we
- were competitive in our games. I think
our players are doing the right thing in
the · •classroom and . as people,
Hopefully'all those things contributed
to me being selected."
And Opp, who has carried out
head' coaching duties since the season
ended; will no longer be disadvan· taged in 11;er recruiting efforts. ·
- _"It was hurting our recruiting,"
Opp said. ~ytime you're unable to
tell the young ladies you're recruiting
whether or notycu'1-e going m be here,
I think it's real difficult. And· of
course, with the announcement there
was a national search, they were very
aware of the fact that it was uncertain.
"I'm looking f o ~ t~ the opporrunity to hopefully tum things around
and do much better than we did this
year."

as

~(~~l ;~;~

!((new.everybody else had as
much as a·chance as /did.
We'•dicJithe best we could as
a staffthisyear. We made
some strides and we were
campe_titive in- our games. '
I think our players a,;e·doing
the right th_ing in~f!J.e(:t:
classroom and as people:'
Hopefully all those things
contributed to me being
selected.
LoriOpi;
head coac:11, women's basketball

Softball tries· not to make too much of weekend opponent
.

'

Second,pl~ce Salukis
battle first,place
Illinois State in Normal three,game series
COREY CUSICK
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Hey everybody, the Saluki softball team is
plll}ing the Illinois State 'No-Names this weekend.
At least, that's the way they're looking at it
After disposing of third-place University of
Evansville Wednesday afternoon, the second-

place Salukis bounce right back for a road trip to
battle first-place Illinois State Unh'ersity Saturday
and' Sunday for a three-game Missouri Valley
Conference series.
But the Salukis {23-9, 9-1) are going to treat
the Redbirds (19-9, 8--0) the same as they would
4:-7 Iridiana_State University- or anybody else
forthatmatrer:.
. ."To me, fd rather they be nameless, fu:dess
opponents and ·.ve'll just go out like a machine and.
get our job done," said Saluki head coac-h Kerri
Blayloc)c. "Ifwe put too much pressnre on it, thats
when you get into trouble."
.
The Redbink have won 12 of their past 14
amtests, with the two setbacks coming to thenNo. 2 University oflowa Man:h27.
But the Salukis are hot as well, winners ofl~ of

their p-..st 14 ballgames, while senior hurler Erin
Stremsterfer hasn't been defeated since her March
9 loss to then-N~. 4 University ofCalifomi:,.; ·
Stremsterfer and the staffwill be tested against
the Redbirds prolific offense, which boasts five
play= hitting above the .300 mam, with senior
April Schermann leading the way with her MVCbest .419 average and 24 RBIs. Junior Shae
Wesley ranks second mthe Valley with her .349
mark.
The· No. 1 offense clashing with the No. 1
pitching st:i.ffin the league should provide a competitive series.
Strernsterfer leads ~e league with her 17-2
mark and214 strikeouts, while sophomore Katie
Kloess and freslim;m Mary Jas-zczak have connibuted ·

The Redbirds are led on the mound by Nioole
Kurth and her 11~2 mark with a solid 156 ERA.
But the Salukis are not doing anything specill1
to prepare for the undefeated Redbirds.
' "We're, just going to take· it exactly like we
played the [Evansville] game," Stremsterfer said.
".Just come out hard and battle, and ifwe aon't get
runs in the first couple innings, we'll keep battling
to the end.~
· Stremsterfer said the Salukis shouk! be fired up
to play a team the caliber of the Redbirds this
weekend, but must maintain that same intensity
against every Valley opponent
"You just take care of everybody, because otherwise som~'s going to come up and get you
at the last minute," Stremsterfer said. "No rollercoasters."

Mother _to daughter, wood to carbon: ·Auld has seen w~men's tennis evolve up ~lose
A oneayear-old·baby was in a_ttendance that evening as Auld
rcheard·the at',complishments ofherplayer." ,
This baby girl, Sarah Krismanits, was the daughter ofSue.
Jus_t as Sarah grew, and evolved; so did the sport ofwomen's
Judy Auld has seen the sport of women's: te~ ~,olve tennis.
· ·
immensely in her 27 y-ears as head coach of the Salukis. ·
··
An4, 18 yea..-s after her mothe:'s induction, Auld now coach- _
Respect for w~men's tennis was hard to come by in the early es Sue's d::ughter, Sarah. Sar:il1, now. a freshman at SIU; provides
70s, until legends such as Billie Jean King transcended the sport Auld a first-hand look at the evolution process in action.
Now women's tennis has garnished more rtSpCCt and!popu__"It's uncanny," Auld said referring to the resemblance of ho.th
larity than that of the men's today.
. mother and daughter. "Their mannerisms, their looks, cve_n their
.
Wooden rackets,-simple i.-i dedgn, have evolved in.to high- walk."
tech carbon fibers, and titanium weapons utilized in today's
Sarah said d'espite her and her"mother's resemblance, her style
game.
is different.
· "She helped me develop my two-hand backhand, and we were
.\Yemen players have evolved from fundamentally sound
technicians, to a more modern athletically strong force.
. both taught by my uncle, but I am physically stronger 'than my
All of.,t:IJ;ese evolutions o~ the game have taken place during niom was, or so she telis me," Sarah &aid.
,
Auld's tenure. But one particular change may have started to
This newly evolved ·type of player like Sarah has been develevolve right in front of Auld.
oped -to handle the fast-pace changes of women's tennis, as
A night in 1983, one of Auld's inaugural players Sue Briggs S:a-ah's mother points out.
:
was inducted -into the Saluki Hall of Fame. Briggs was being
"I· don't think our games are that similar. My strengths were
inducted based c;,1 her remarkable base-line savvy, poise, and battling th!! baseline; while her strengths deal with power," Sue
Saluki stats, which includes the women's tennis career best sin- said. "She hits the ball harder than I did."
1
gles winning percentage of .779.
Sarah, although almost identical in looks to her mother'. has
•
CLINT HARTING
DAILY EGYP'TJAN.

• WOMEN'S TENNIS PLAY HOST-TO WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
SATURDAY AND SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STA"TE UNIVERSITY SUNDAY
ATTHI,; UNIVERSITY COURTS. SI.TURDAY'S MATCH SECINS AT 10
A.M., WHILE SUNDAY'S START IS SCHEDULED FOR

t

1 A,r.t.

formed to fit into the modem state ofwomen's tennis.
,
Who would win if mother in her prime, wooden racket and
all·was to face the strong-serving, hard-hitting carbon racket
wielding d~ughter in her prime?
Where W(?uld one of the only people to coach both mother
and daughter pface her money?"Wcll they are two different types of players, I can'r really say.
Sarah has a little bit more versatility as far as serve and ·;olley, Sue
was just solid in a lot of different 3re.a.s," Auld said..
Sue doesn't believe she has ever completed a mat:ch against
her daughter, citing her coaching instinct as taking over.
"Maybe it's good that we don't know," Sue said.
SEE
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